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A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

•

CUT,

EMI

•

Kirksti.

New Meat

W..

For

fJOWARD, M.
H
Notary

D., CUlm Agent, Attorney and
Public; River street.

LEYS, P., First Ward Meat Market; beat of
I\. Meats always on band. Eighth street.
IT-

\f cBRIDK, G. W., Attorney it Law and Solid. T/'UITE, J.. Dealer in all kinds of meats and
tor In Chancery;office with M. D. How- lY vegetables ; Meat Market on 8th street.
ard, cor. Eighth and River streets.
yANDBRHAAR, H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt,
a. VAN SOZELVElMS&itor and Pabliihir.
and Smoked Meats and Vegetable! ; psper
/ ART, F. J. Counselsorat Law and Solicitor at
and twine; 8th street.
V / Chancery. Office, In Nibbelmk's building.
T11ES or SUIBOlirTIOH:-W.OO pir 7m U &dm6«.
West of Post office.
Xunfietoriii, MUli, Bkopi, Ite.
JOB PBINTINO PROMPTLYAND NBATLT DONI.
rpUNIEYCK,J., Attorneyat Law and Collecting
II
EALD,
R.K., Manufacturerof and Dealer In
JL Agent. Officein Kenyon’i block, 2nd floor,
itTERMS OF ADVERTISING:
II Agricultural Implements: commission agent
River atreet.
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.
One square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 cents
1TI88CHBR A., Attorney at Law, Notary Pubr llrst insertion,and 85 cents for each subselie and Convevancer.Kenyon’a building. PAUBL8, VAN PUTTEN A CO., Proprietors
quent Insertion for any period under three
ol Ptuggtr MUU; (Steam Saw and Flour
Corner of Eighth and River atreet.
months.

OFFICE : VAN LANDEUKND'8 BLOCK.
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Baksrlu.

00
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niNNEKANT, J.’ Proprietorof the Pioneer
L) Bakery; baking done to order; 8th atreet.

00
00

I3ES8INK, Mbs.

00

L., Proprietress of City Bakerv;
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments In
this line sened on call; 8th street,

1

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards In City Directory, not over three
lines,$8.00 per annum.

Noticeaof Births, Marriages,and Deaths pub-

Basklsg and Ixchanp.

before the Subscriber's name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two X X signify that no paper will be continued after date.

t*r’ All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

I

Is

Leave

I/-

;

&

Miss A. M., Dealer in Books
Confectionary, Toys, etc. ; River

ANTKR8, L.

T., «fe CO.,

12.30 p. m.
0.20 " “

3.15 p. in.

15.10“ “
* 0.05 “ “
f 9.42 “ “

11

New

11

|

O

11

Buffalo

11
11

“ “

m.
12.50 p.m.
9.45 “ “
19.15

11

Grand Haven.

11
II

1

*0.03 “ “
f 9.40 “ “
11.00“ “

&

11

7.25

0.10 a. m.
3.15 p. m.

a.

a.

m.

0.25 p.

•10.25 a.m.
* 0.00 p. in.

f9.40“ “

m.

v

u

ing material fnrnishca at

Grand Rapids

prices.

freshman’sleg

WILMS

P. H., Manufacturer of Farm Pumps,
artistic
W<K)<1 Itrnlng snd sawing on
hand and done to order. River street
oil' and

some

other equally

ballad. This has, however, worn

Grand Rapids

salt

as

pure

large as hen’s eggs have been

even the disappearanceof gates

An

old edition

of Morse’s geography

says: “Albany has four hundred dwelling
houses and twenty-four hundred Inhabitants, all standing with their gable

ends

is

to the street.”

Public, Convevancer, theme; but merely mention incidentally
and Insurance Ageut. Office,GVp Z>ruo that one ot these facte is that the student

vv

Store,

General Beauregard has been staying
days in Louisville, Ky., and is

for several

reported as likely to accept the position of

superintendentof one of the railwayshaving its terminus in that city.

Faiatin.

TTOKK, J. C.,

1L

The

Springfield Republican thinks that

8th street.

House, Sign and Carriage Painter;

Shop, over Baert’s

Wagon Shop,

River

increasing reason to believe that
monotony
of his daily doses of the languages and the Republican candidate for Centennial
sciences. During the past summer a build- Presidentwill be either Charles Francis
or Benjamin U.
ing has been erected near the campus, Adams, of Massachusetts,
Bristow,
of
Kentucky.
which is being well patronizedby the

roilugiiSh

youngstersin quest
and Gems

8twit!r*0UI

0*"^

there

of recreation

and

ex-

ercises. It consists of a tine billiard-hall
another

room devoted to a

bowling-alley

and in various parts of the building op-

Pkyilciui.-

in

all gymnastic

putting on the gloves to the

is

A boat containinga man and two women capsized off River Point, R. I., the
other day,

when

a

couple of men,

who

were fishing nfcar by, with great exertion
g»)t them

ashore.

The

rescued

man was

profuse in his thanks, and invited his res-

T EDEBOER. B. Physicianand

U

v

O

“sensible

Dry flood*.

lAERTSCH, D. General dealer In Dry
U., Manufacturer of and dealer In
1) Goods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps; etc.; A7AUPELL,
V Harness,Trunks, Saddles and Whips;
cor. Eighth and River streets.
Eighth street.

LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers In

1

win

U..ACO., Dealersin

Btivii, Weed, Bark, Xtc.
all kinds of

Fnrivl niture, Curtains. Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.

R., Dealer in Staves, Wood
Wo
and
Bark; office at his residence,Eighth street.

I/’ANTERS.

IY

YA

EIDSEMA J. M., A

SON, General Dealers In
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See advertisement.

iV

Bonapart on St. Helena, which ho planted
in the ganten of his late residence,and
every which has now grown to a stately tree.
student need twig from this tree has been planted over

and a

first-classentertainmentalmost

week

in

UniversityHall, the

want

of

the

rest

campus

for

Caitain John Norris, aged eighty-four
years, a citizen of Petersburg!!,Kentucky,

haunts of vice.
The Student's Lecture Association have

made

Andrew Johnson.

the grave of

textbooks, that so often leads him into the

their usual preparations for the

com-

and the only survivor of the American
sailors who fought with

Commodore Per-

ing season. The Theodore

ry in the battle of Lake Erie, has promised

estra of over sixty performersgave

to be present at the PhiladelphiaCenten-

Thomas Orchus an
ago, under the

auspices of this association.The

TO GR’NURAPIDS.

A

from communion with

J.,

Wagoanaktn and Blackmithi.

OrooerUi-

this establishment, the fine library

General dealer in Tobacco, entertainmenta short time
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc.; Eighth street.

rT'K ROLLER, G.

1

With

not leave the vicinity of the

g Kacklasi.

Flour and

Fonlton.

YfEYER

amusement.”

laldlin.

Tobaccoand Cigars.

RAPIDS

of the

—

other trains dally except Sundays.

Taken Effect,Sunday, June 22, 1875.

bed

v

0

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern B. B.

in the

plaster company. Many pieces of

Y17AL8H, H., Notary

1/^ ANTER8, L T. A Co., Agents for Ottawa and
Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff. Ac., Ac. In
I »
Allegan Couniles, for the “Howe Sewing MaVennema’s Brick Building.—See Advertisement. chine.'’ Dealers In needles and attachments.

All trains on this road, includin the Qrand Haven trains,will be run by Chicago time, which is
20 minutes later than Columbus time.

hurts to have mine pulled out.”

Surgeon: Office flying trapeze. A tine dancing ball is alcuers home, where, us a reward for their
corner Eleventh and River street opposite
so found in the third story, where votaries
public square.
services, he presented them with a wateryAN PUTTEN, Wsi., Dealer in Drugs, Modl- A f ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office, Terpsichorecan engage in threading the melon.
cines, Paints, Oils, etc.: Proprietor of Dr.
--.Vi over E. Hkeold’bBoot and Shoe Store, giddy mazes of the dance. It need hardly
W. Van Din Bkrq’s Family Medicines; River St.
Eighth street.
be said that no liquor is sold upon the preEx-PresidentJohnson, during his life,
V\7 ALSH HEBER, DruggistA Pharmacist;a full
C CHOUTEN, R. A., Surgeon,Physician Obstetrl- mises nor within a half a mile of them for received a twig taken from the willow
®
stock of goods appertaining to the business
clan, Regular graduatedand Licensed. OfSee advertisement.
that matter, the place being devoted to which bends over the grave of Napoleon
fice at residence, corner »th and Fish atreet.

Q

Mixed trains.

HROM GR’ND

off,” or

“Law

We

8

t Dally except Saturdaysand Sundays.

All

citi-

received with perfect equanimity.

VotirrPubUei

Floor and Feel.

$ Dally except Saturda

it

growl at taken out.
the tramp

H. W.. A CO., Pniprletors of the the disturbanceof their sleep by
Phoenix Planing Mill. All Kinds of build* of feet and sweet voices chanting

ITBRBBEK,

AS8IVTc«f:Oc8;5i;e,lll,“ee'0,,p,>,,“
sports,from

Dealer lii Drugs and Modicines, Paints and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Physician’sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.

* Kune Sundays only.

|

and kidielnei.

L/

|4.50“ “

11
II

reader, the good

J., Planing, Matching,Scroll-saw.
Ingand Moulding; River street.
their new responsibilities, and

Eighth street.

Bmp

how

three weeks after the

zens seem to be oppressed with a sense of

11

ry)K8BURG J.Q.,

3.25 p. m.
0.80 “ “

Chicago.

V*
•»

8.40

FEROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer In
Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.;

T

off so easy

been found

PhotOfriphi.
ULFERDINK W. A H. General dealers
EJ iuBoois and Shoes; repairing neatly done; r AUDER GEORGE, Photographs
River street®,

m.

10.28 a. m.
| 3.00 p. in.

11

11

first two or

portunities for engaging
| 9.33 p.

Muskegon, Pentwater
& Big Rapids. 7.25 a. m.

11
11
11
11

from a blue bottle fly.—

John Henry, with
own hair
that perhaps she doesen’t know

“Bless you,” said

tears In his eyes, “she takes her

as suits you, gentle

Dealers lu Books,

Stationery, Toys, Notions and Caudles; opposite City Drug Store, Eighth street.

7.20 a. m.
| 8.30 “ “

10.40“ “

11

visit

requires something to vary the

IY

Holland.^

6.20 a. m.

11

maiden awaiting her lover or- a bullfrog
expectinga

band In the villiage."

I

Arrive at

Holland.

11

the eagerness of a

of the brass

“He was a

church and the lea-

Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

Street.

<<

all

Indiana newspaper:

in the Baptist

F Valuable depositsof rock salt have

Booti and Shon.

•i
u
it
11
11

with

v

SUtlonary
street

Sunday, Sept. 12, 1875.

Grand Rapids.

watch for the coming of the

1st,

student

For the

aeon

this old town, as their copy
almanac heralds the approach of der

L

O

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore B. B.

Traine.

merchants of
of Ayer’s

October

Touching conclusionof sn obituary notice in an
d(

Facts are stubborn things (please state to
1)08T, HENRY D., Real Estate and losaranee
Agent, Notary Public and Conreyancer;Col- your readers .that the above is not patentBarton.
lection!made In Holland and vlelnlty.
ed) and this is becoming apparentin reGROOT L., FashionableBarber and Hair*
cutter. Rooms one door cast of City Hotel. \T AN 8CBELVEN, G,, NoUry PubilcTjiTsrice gard to the education ot the young.
of the Peace and Conveyancer. Ofllce Holland at]/ Abtra, 8th street,
shall not venture to enlarge upon this
Booki and Sutloniry.

niNNEKANT,

iUil Roads.

Effect,

Ann Arbor can be consideredas fairly
awakened after the dose experienced during the long, hot months of vacation. The

‘pinnacle of Fame,’ or recitationrooms Juat

\r EN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting.
IY Drafts bought and sold; cor. Eighth and

An Z

193.

lottingji.

MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY.

first

NO.

Holland Oly Ney>$.

River streets.

lished without charge.

Taken

WHOLE

30, 1875.

doors have been opened, that lead to the

CCOTT, W.

00

the

Market, near corner

Elfbtb ana Fish Street. A!! kinds of sausages constantly on hand.

Atterwi.

PUBLISHED EVERT SATURDAY AT

US

SATURDAY, OCTOBER

MICH.,

affair

nial Exhibition next

year. The veteran

has a gold medal, voted to him

by

Con-

-

proved the very creme de la creme oi music; gress in 1800 for his services in the battle.

-

Supplies; a INIJKEMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith and the large audience was enthusiastic in
A. X.
P. M.
A jail chaplain, finding a prisoner exready market for country produce; a choice I -r Shop. Horse-shoeing and all kinds of repairits appreciation of the greatest musical
10 00
800 Grand Rapids.
7 50 stock always on hand; cor. Eighth and Market st. ing done. River Street.
4 15
hibiting,
as he thought,signs of true re9 40
Graudvllle.
4 29
8 14
7 82
manager in America. One thousand dol9 15
Allegan.
8 35
533
6 25 rPE VAARWERK, G. J., Family Supply Store; IT'LIEMAN. J„ Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
ligious conviction, gave him a Bible, and
6 00
9 40
Otsego.
8 08
0 00
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing lars were paid for the music, with incidenafterward, exerted himself to procure a
9 50
Plaiuwell.
8 00
5 51
done. Cash paid for Furs.
6 14
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth stwet.
tal expenses, printing, lights, etc., of per7 40
5 35
630
10 08
Cooper.
commutation
of his sentence. Succeeding
Kalamazoo.
7 15
6 45
10 15
5 20
haps one hundred and twenty five dollars.
General Dialer*.
Watekn and Jsvslry.
A.M.
Up.M.
P.M.
A. M.
in the latter effort, he informed the man
White Pigeon.
5 50
3 45
830
11 50
I'VUURSEMA J. A CO., Dealers In Dry Goods, A LBERS A WYNNE, Jewelers and Watchma- To show that the association is not on the
P.M.
P.M.
A.M.
A.M.
Ls Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hals, Caps, xl ken. The oldest establishmentIn the city; verge of bankruptcy, as the reader might of his approaching liberty. His gratitude
9 20 Clothingand Feed; River street.
10 40
8.50
630 Chicago.
Eighth street.
imagine after reading the above, it cleared knew no bounds. Ho called him his deP.M.
A.M.
P.M.
A M.
230
11 25
10 55
535 Toledo.
fT'IFIELD, J. J. Dealer In Groceries, Dry Goods. TOSLIN W. II. Watchmaker, Jeweler, and dealabout $750 last winter from the various liverer,and grasping his hand at parting,
P.M.
A.M .T Flour and Feed and Produce.Liquors and
A. M.
P. M.
er In Fancy Goods; Bank-building,River
added: "Hero is your Bible. I may as
Cleveland.
7 20
7 00 Cigars at Wholesaleand Retail. Eighth street,
Street.
10 10
705
entertainments.
P.M.
A.M.
P. M
A.M.
This season we are to have two more well fbturn it to you, for I hope I shall
12 20
Buffalo.
12 55 H^E ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer in Dry Goods,
1 10
4 05
never want it again.”
JL Groceries, etc.; Notary Public and conveyfine concerts; and lectures from John B.
ancer; office and store,cor. 9th and Market street.
Gough, Carl Schurz, Robert Collyor, .las.
Mioh. Lake Shore Rail Road.
Old
Winston was a negro preacher In
PUTTEN G. A CO„ General Dealers, In
T. Fields, E. E. Hale, Bradlaugh, Con- Virginia, and his ideas of theology and naDry Goods, Groceries,Crockery, Hats and
Taken Effect, Monday, July 19, 1875.J
Caps, Flour, Provisions, etc.; River st.
7. ft A. M.
way and other eminent speakers.
ture were often very original. A gentleProf. Watson delivered a lecture on FriflolBf
Qoinz South.
ERKMAN, H. D., DealerlnDry Goods, Gro- A Rkgular Communication of Unity Lodok,
Norik.
man thus accosted the old preacher one
No. 4 No. 2
No. 3
No. 1
STATIONS.
vv cedes, Crockery, Flour A Provisions.New No. 191, F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall, day evening last. The professor is a man
Store, Eighth street.
p.m. p. ra.
p. m. a. m.
Sunday:
"Winston, I understand you beHolland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, November
7 40 12 15
2 00
Muskegon
7 30
of whom the institutionmay feel proud.—
10, at 7 o’clock,
lieve
every
woman has seven devils; how
700 11 45
2 35
8 20
Ferrysburg
Yy ERKMAN A SONS, General Dealers in Dry
Geo. Laudeb, W. M.
(Comparativelyyoung, he is to-day the
6 40 11 40
2 38
8 35
Goods, Groceries, Hats and Caps, etc.; J. O. Doebb ubg,
Grand Haven
47-ly.
can you prove it?” “Well, sah, did you
6 05 11 15
9 30
8 as
Pigeon
Grain, Flour and Feed made a specialltv;River st
greatest astronomer In America. The
5 25 10 50
never read in de Bible how seven debbles
8 35 11 00
Holland
4 42 10 30
Fillmore
3 58 11 10
choise by the Government of Prof. WatHardware. •
X. o. of 0. 7.
were cast out’er Mary Magalin?” "Oh.yesi
340 19 40
4 45
1 05
Allegan
TTAVERKATB, G, J. First Ward Hardware Holland City Lodge, No. 198, IndependentOrder son to take charge of the most important I’ve read that.” “Did you ebber hear of
11 Store; sell cheaper than any other; 8th of Odd Fellows, holds its regular meetings at Odd expidition sent out to view the transit of
’em bein’ cast out of any odor woman,
atreet.
Fellows' Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening Venus was a fitting compliment to him.
sah?”
“No I never did.” “Well, den,
of each week.
yAN DER VEEN, B., Dealer In General Hard- Visiting brothersare cordially Invited.
It was of his trip to China and Japan that
ware ; cor. Eighth and River street.
all de odders got ’em yet.”
R. K. Hiald, N. G.
bespoke. The audience numbered up»
LANDEGEND A MELIS, Dealers In N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
Produce, Etc.
wards of three thousand and manifested
Hard-ware,
Tin-ware
and
Farming
ImpleIn
regard
to
the
body
found
on
the
lake
Applet, V bnshei .................
eo
Special Notice.
Beans, yi bushel ...................1 50
8 00 ments; Eighth atreet.
their appreciationof the lecture by fre- shore last week, and which is supposed to
Butter, f 1> ...................... 85
quent applanse. Since Prof. Watson's re- be one of the hands of the ill-fated steamer
Heteli.
Clover seed, » bnshei ............. ft 8 50
The City Drug IJtore will bo kept
Eggs, V dosen ....................
80
AETNA
HOUSE. P. Zalsman, Proprietor. open on Sundays, until further notice is turn, about a week ago, he has discovered Afcmfpfa Squire F. L. Souter, of the townHoney, f ft .......................
18
85 XX. Flrst-claaaaccommodation. Free Baas to and
a new star.
Hav,f ton...... .................
ft 18 00 from the Trains. Eighth atreet
given.
Khi^.^f'Holland,under whose supervision
Onions, 9 bushel ................
40
Hkber Walsh,
While
in
the
library
soon
after
my
rePotatoes, f bushel ...............
10
the body was buried, furnishes us the folpITY HOTEL. J. W. Mikdirhout,Proprietor.
Proprietor.
Timothy Seed, fl bushel ...........
4 00
turn, I was accosted by Toyama, who had lowing details: He was found on Thursday
Built In 1878; Fnrnlahed Inelegant style, and
Holland,
Sept.
18,
1874.
Wool, V ft.... ....... ... ...
afirst-dasi hotel thronghout.
not forgotten my acquaintance with him evening by Mr. E. Nichols, and was badly
Wort, SUtm, Etc,
PHOENIX
HOTEL.
J. McVicen Proprietor:
last year nor the fact that I came from Hol- decomposed,having apparently been in
Cordwood, maple, dry ......................
$ 8 00
opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
forlfif MaoUnii.
*• green ...................
land. He Inquired particularly about his the water some six weeks. He must have
accommodation; building and farnltnre new.
beach, dry ....................8 00
Mr. A. J. Clark of this city has secured friends at Hope College and wished to be been tome forty years of age; was five feet
green ..................
Limy ail Bale Itaklee.
Hemlock Bark. ....................
5 00®5 50
the agency of the Weed Sewing Machine. remembered to them. Toyama U perand nine inches long; dark heavy beard;
Staves, pork, white oak, ............ <210 00
pOONE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable. The machines will be kept on hand at his haps the finest Japanese scholar in AmerStaves, Tierce,
. ........... 18 00
a scar on his right cheek; was full dressed
Office and barn on Market atreet Everything
residence on Market Street Every
Hesdlng bolU, soft wood ........... 8 00A 8 50 flrvt-clsae.
ica.
In
addition
to
hia
knowledge
of
hit
HesdlngbolU,hardwood ..... ............. 4 60
and had a cork life-preserver
on, tied with
machine purchased is warranted and buy*
Stave bolta, softwood ...................... 8 50
YUBBBLINK,
J. H., Livery and Sale Stable; ers are Instructed In the use of them. Call own language,he has progressed rapidly a piece of tar-cord; there were no marks
Stave bolta, hardwood. .. ..................
4 00
Express. Mail.
Er. m.
A. X.

STATIONS.

Express. Mail.

U'LIETSTRA,A., Groceriesand

r

1

1
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-

£pwial $o\m.
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yAN

v

Sec']/.

vv

Out parity.

v
yAN
v

$ q
^

-

• <&

@
a
q
^

“
“

1

“

.

“

.

D

.

and examine.

in his studies here

and writes the beat of on

hia clothing. On his body were found
recently finished the two pocket book*, containinga grocery
RiKEMBEBthatMessrs. Roost A Boa.
Xankaat Tallan.
tOomcUi *1* "BuggerUUU.)
translation of a Japanese novel into our card of “Owen & Rooks, dealers in Gro*
have on hand a fine stock of Boys* Cloth*
Jfbeel, white fboshsl ......... O $ 110 pOSMAN, J. W„ Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
Jaspkb. ceriei and ProvUkms, London, Ontario”
0«t,ibeUe4Cbnshei .............
78 D ^inwadj made clothing and Gents’ Furnish- ing Suits from 17.00 to $10.00. Call and
see
before
purchasing
elsewhere.
Ann
Arbor,
October
*4,
1875.
also a letter written oo a page of a pa«
9*?! bMbJ... ..................
II
40
Buckwjent, 9 bushel
TB
book, in what appears to be Scandinavian.
gjiton' ................... •1500 yOBST, W., Merchant Tailor. Cteth purchaePhni* 9 ton..,,-, ....... ••••,.,.««
Lying is trying to bide in a fog; If you
^•iMwkere.wfllbecnttoorder.
Repairing
The
difference between persevernace We give publicityto theee details, as they
9100ft .....................
178 promptlyattended to. River stmt
move about, you are io danger of bumping and obstinacy is that one often comes from might lead towards Identifying the body.
.9 100 ft.. ....... ........
too
BeUroedtlea, ....... . .......
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your head against the truth;
fog blows up, you are gone

as soon as the

anyhow.

a strong will, and the other

won’t.

from a strong

We

can alio state that (be body wai prop-

erly Interred io the Lake Shore Cemetery.

Western Union Telegraph Company to prevent of a mission to England, bearing an apology
cheaper telegraphrates.
for tho Yunnan outrage,aud safe conduct to
Bunnah for the Commissioners of Inquiry. .
THIS SOUTH.
Preliminary work upon tho English channel
John Runoe, a former resident of Monmouth,
tunnel has been commenced.
I 111., in a recent affray in Phillipscounty, Ark.,
The recent gale on the English coast
shot and killed throe brothere named WilliamCITY, MICHIGAN.
proves to have been more destructive than first
I son, and w*s
himself mortallywounded. . .The
members of the Bt. Louis whhky ring who reports indicated. Many vessels were wrecked,
were indicted by the grand jury have nearly all and upward of a hundred lives lost....The
plead guilty .... A man namo^
named JqJjjj
John U0UJ,e
House gud
and London Times, in chroniclingtho fact that a
l*i» »°n wore shot and kUled
killed bv one Oriflin,in Manchester firm has begun to import calicoes
THE
an affray at Franklin. Tenn., last week.... A from the United States,says: "The fact is
significant,and, as importerssay that the goods
are of much better quality and ap|>earauce
*
Uulon .ml !
ConfiHleratesoldiers at Rliza^etli,N. J., last while riding with a lady, was waylaidby a T0*11 than ours. Manchester, it appears,has found a
week. Speeches were
,06118. Kil- uamed Andrews, who ured one barrel of a shot- competitorat last, but that must depend upon
.
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EARTHQUAKES.

der and lightning, os if heaven and earth

had been mixing together;” the town
house and several other houses were
destroyed by it The peasants on the
neighbonnghills observed that this

ANclentitic Theory o! their Catue— Some
Interesting Facte About tho Phenomena.

The Popular Science Monthly

for

October has an interesting and instructive paper on the phenomena of earthquakes, and the causes tliat produce
them, from the peu of Prof. John J.
Lake. The origin of earthquakes, says
Mr. Lake, has been assigned to mauy
causes, as the falling in of caverns,
steam, the combustion of gases, volcanic
and electricaction.

had burnt the vines so that no
crop could be expected for the season.
lightning

Sinks of Disease and Their Drains.
In many of our country homes all the
dirty water, dish-water, soapsuds, and
sometimes the urine from the chamliera.

------

ore poured upon the earth a few fo.7t
Great subterranean noises and reports from the door, and allowed to souk awnv
resembling thunder constitute the tirst into the soil or rise in vapor into the oi/
patrick, Pemberton and Pryor.... The tirst gun at tho doctor, tho charge taking effect in
Kaiser William, who has been hobnobbing features to be noticed concerning earth- In others these filthy liquids are,™
buildingin the country,erected exclusively for his neck and face, and knocking him off his
the onrer of the Sovereigns of Industry,was horse. After falling,Ballard asked Andrews with Victor Emanuel at Milan, Italy, has quake* Father Kircher .leaeribea them | ducted away in drain/to Jme
to raise him, which he did, into a sitting posdedicated last week at Springfield, Mass.’
returned to Bei lin
It is again rumored that
a« "a horrid Bound rMemblpg ttat of point, and there deposited in a olWd
ture, and then, placing the gun near his head,
A national convention of Univemalists was
Bismarck
contemplates
retiringfrom oflidal an in (hide number of dumota driven ; well, or allowed to escape into the open
discharged tho other barrel, literallyblowing
in session at Lynn. Mass., last week. The Ballard s head off.
life, in consequence of ill-health.
fiercely forward the wheels rattlingmid air not far from the dwdling. The un
The Mark- Lane Express in a review of the the thongs of the whips cracking,11 A | per end of this drain usually opens into
statisticsof the church show a steady increase George C. Pickett,a prominent General in
throughout tho country. ... Bntterick A Co.. | the rebel army, died recently at his home in grain trade, says of the European crop : “The (Wares, near Lisbon, in 17o5 the sound l the kitchen, or near the outside door
dr^ 1
V... .Lom-vUIe i. m.kinK it hot for more wo know of the crop of 1875, tho less of an earthouakem said to have been j Im cither ease the foul waters arc, or
it gives.
A new Ministry is to hke “that
chariots, which increased be, a source of evil When poured
the 10th of December last Jacob BtaMermau ' ‘I1® *amWeis winch have so long inwieredtho satisfaction
be formed in Spain, aud King Alfonso is to join
killed Louisa Siedenwald.in New York citv. be- clty*
WUequdedtho
iwof caunou."
upon the surface, those waters
the Northern army. Bo says a Madrid telegram.
cause she refused to marry him. Jacob has Moses P. Handt and Charles J. Jones, late
Lisbon
it
resembled
“ a rattling
a way into the well, or beneath
The extent of the destructionon land and sea
just been tried for tho crime and sentenced to of tho editorialstaff of the Naw York Tribune,
caused by the recent storms in England and coaches in the street,wnOi a frightful i or the vapore, under certain oircumZand James H. Beale, Jr., late of the Boston Scotland is oven now but partially known, nmse imdrrgro.md, rescmblmg the rum- i cos, may arise and fill the dwelling If
kedehu k llrnsoN. for many years managhtve purci1HHedtho Richmond (Va.) En- though the latest mlvicAs tell a fearful tale of blmg of distant thunder ” Various | tnrough t drain tho, arc led into a oov
iiir editor of the New York Uerald, was kille<l quinr.
, fiood and shipwreck. Tho floods in Lincoln
earthquakes have been said to resemble ! ered well, then there will soon be a eon| county, England, are the flioet destructive
by a railroad accident at Concord, Mass.,
WASHINGTON.
| known for years, tho River Trent having overweek. Hudson was the author of a work called Ex-HenatorChandler, of Michigan, has ac7
flowed its banks, washing away the t&ilroad at
that point aud doing much other damage.
w‘" ou" of : c,''m
iThe District Attorney of BrooSyh h»
mml. ,m.Mt by th. rMlgn.t:on of Del- Nineteen lives are known to have been lost by is the upheaving of the ground during
inundation at Nottingham .and other towns iii their prevalence,which is one cause of
.
,,
! ano, and euterod upon the duties of theoftice.
will bo formed, from which tho vapore
tered uoUe pro*equi*uxall the suits growing | .... it is stated that tlie recent reduction of the Valley of the Trent, and it is feared that the sea retiring. During the groat eai thwill be wafted to tho dwelling ; or, if tho
the
worst
has
not
been
told.
Over
fifty lives
out of the Beccher-Tiltonscandal, and there is 5L100 of a cent per pound in the drawback on
ouake at Lisbon the bar at the mouth of waters escape into a brook, or small river,
were lost on the Scottish coast.
little probabilitythat the great scandal will refined sugars exported has completelystopped
the Tagus was laid bare. Other results
they will contaminate the same far below.
ever oomo prominentlybefore the public 1 the exportation of refined sugars from the
of the upward movement were observed
A
Wonderful
Column.
again
Damaging evidence has been dia- | United States.
Tout, beyond a reasonable doubt, vphoid
covered against La Page, tho French Canadian j It is stated that the now Interior Hecretaryis
A correspondent with Prof. .Tenney’s elsewhere. The water in a pond at Dun- fever has been communicated along tho
stal, in Suffolk, was jerked mto the form borders of a small stream.
^tomb‘«jb,.;orof taking .holndi.o Bo™ over to Black Hills expeditiongives the followof a pyramid. At some places the water
All these drains, as usually found in
ing descriptionof “ Bear Lodge," one
f.to bef.II Mr. .nd Mm. Morr.y,
iu r^.rit toe
of the most remarkablenatural forma- was tossed out of the wells. At Loch our farmhouse, are constructedof small
Lomoud, iu Scotland,a large stone was
newly-married conple, at Cheshire, Ct, the 1 cal and wvnitary history of Andersonville tions in that land of wonders
kT' 8tones loosely laid, fiat stones being
other day. The house in which they had taken prison.
The most remarkable object seen by forced out of the water, and at Riobambn, placed below and above. In them are no
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members of the expedition during South Amenea, on tho 5th of January, j traps, or any contrivancesto prevent the
summer, is Bear Lodge itself. 1797, the bodies of many of the iuliabi- ' return of gas and foul air into the house
is reportedfrom Mercer, Me. Greenleaf Tracy
tauts were thrown by this vortical action , These ilraius are often sources of evil aud
murdered the divorced wife of Hiram Walton, successful efforts in bringing about a peace- Seen at a distance, it resembles in outwho had been living with Tracy, but who bed able conditionof affaire in Mississippi. .The line an Indian lodge ; but, upon a nearer upou the hill of La Cnllca, which is sev- ' danger. Being covered, the water eanbeen pardoned amt returned to Walton, by Commissioner of InternalRevenue has decided approach, it proves to be a column of eral hundred feet high on the opposite 1 not escape by evaporation, nor can the
shooting her with a shot-gun. Ho then fled to that woisa beer is taxable like any other fer, foul matters become oxygenated by
gray porphyry, that resembles granite in side of the
the woods and took his own life. Cause, jeal- mented liquor.
A shawl valued at $1,000 was
A
tliird peculiarityis the frequent contact with pure air. Hence these waevery
particular,
excepting
the
absence
ousy
stolen from Mrs. Robeson, wife of the Secretary
horizontal and circular motion of the soil tore can only ferment and send off foul
W. J. Anderson, until recently business I oft tbo ,Nav.v' while on a ™il 10 baltimore, the cf mica. The column is composed of
walls that had served to divide fields air and pi, which follow up the drain to
seventy-six
smaller
columns,
that
stand
m*n»c»Ar ami iWHnmr
otlier da-v- • •The PostofficeDepartment Las
muiser .ml Treunrer ot the H.rtford (a) , deeded to onier the nilnj poeul^r eervice close together, as if quarried and care- liave been completely changed in direc- till the d welling and poison its inmate,
t
----- —
Evening Port, has been discovered to be » between tbo cities of Pittsburghand Bt. Louis,
tion, but without having been shattered These drains are worse tlian none. The
fully set upon ite milk-white clay ped
leljdefaulter to the concern ro the amount of yi* Die Pan-Handle and Vandalia route, passor
overthrown. Houses have also ox- only safe drain is one of cement, made
tal by a hand as strong and mighty as
tiO.OOO ____ The large dry goods house of Mor- through ludiauapolia. By this means it is
changed situations with each other. | water aud air tight, with trap near tbo
Jove’s.
The
clay
pedestal
is
about
gan Bros., in Montreal, was entered by bur- calculated that the present postal facilities of a
It has been observed that clouds have inlet and outlet. But few of our farglare, a few nichta ago, and robbed of $20,000 ‘ ^*7 larRe portion of tho Ohio and Mississippi 1,500 feet in the diameter of its base,
worth of goods.... A disease similar to the J^ver Valleys will bo greatly augmented and and rises 500 feet above the waters of the become fixed or suspended over par- mers and villagers can have such drains,
epixootic is making sad havoc with the cattle of unproved.
ticular spots affected, or about to be af- ou account of cost and difficultyof koej>Belle Fourche, on the west bank of which
rooms was destroyedby fire, and they perished
in the flames.... A shocking domestic tragedy

Gov.

Ames

has written a letter to Attorney- the

General Pierrepontcongratulatinghim for his

.
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fected, by earthquake, as in London iu
it stands. Its sides slope with a handsomely-roundedcurve that corresponds 1149.
Explosions of great violence frequentwT8!’ • .
: 105,478, at an annual cost of $10,961,218. The
Two ttemu n»m»d Conrtitnglit, wli. wct9
^
unMl „te well with the broad base of the column ly attend these convulsions, often with
that rests upon it. This column of rock,
implicated in the murder of the Sheriff of ; of $183,613. The roll of armv widows is
disastrousresults. When Millitello
or rather this many-columuedcolumn of
Portage county, Wis., were taken from the 101 885. at an annual cost of $12,835,579. The
rock, is 900 feet across the base was destroyed there was a great explojail at Stevens Point by a party of about forty surv*vors of the war of 1812 number 15,875, at
sion heard in the fog that enveloped it.
masked men. and hanged, a few nights ago. i a ycwjv rate of $1,524,000. The widows of the and 300 feet across its top, and rears
Both of the victims were old men,
number 5.163, at a total annual cost its head 1,126 feet above the level of the A similar explosionwas heard in 1783, at
aged respectively 50 and 60 veare.... ' °.f *495,648.. ..Washingtondispatches deny Belle Fourche river. The topographers Castel Nuovo, in Calabria, when that
Mre. Rapp, of Bt Paul, Minn., for the murof dissensions in the Cabi- determined the measurement by triangu- place waa overwhelmed.
der of Ulrica Lick, has been sentenced to ““ ®n *0001101 of tbe appointment of
A further peculiarity is the exemption
lation, as, owing to its smooth and steep
the Penitentiaryfor life, twelve days of each iSjer as Secretary cf the interior....
of
certain spots, although the shocks
year to be passed in solitary confinement,f resident Grant, accompaniedby some mem- sides, not even a mountain-sheep could
were
felt at all the surrounding neighHer husband bad already received a similar I „ T*.0* t*ie, Cabinet and other fnends, visited have climbed it Imagine this solitary
sentence, and her brother will be hung for Baltimore the other day. and were entertained column standing ou the level plain, five borhood. Thus at Manchester, in 1777,
participationin the same crime.... It is re- > ^ do‘ul ”• Garrett, Presidentof the Balti- mfles from any elevationdeserving the St. Paul’s Church aud the Dissenting
ported that Gen. Crook, the g^at Indian | more ^ °bio railroad,
name, and it will be readily understood Chapel escaped.
tighter, is preparing for an active winter camGENERAL;
why the Indians call it* the “Bare Earthquakes are very frequently atpaign against the fractioussavages of the
Upper
The fire-fiendis on the rampage again. In Lodge.” Some of the Indians, how- tended by thunder and lightning. At

ou
nver.

several counties
the Delaware

the Pennsylvania side

The Commissioner of Pensions has concluded

i

the

1
Mistturi.j

Chicago elevators contain 822,935 bushels of

I

.

Poli*1!1Russia,the

ever, say it means

town of Widsy has been do-

!

Bear Lodge, on

ac-

wheat ; 1.022,524 bushels of corn ; 346,975 1 v“ut€d b.v * conflagration,several hundred count of the holes seen in the clay-pebushels of oats; 99,361 bushels of rye, aud

*

230.141 bunhelH of bwley.

making .Sm.d

total

I
;

destal, and the bear-tracks around its
margin. Let this be as it may, I give

dwellings being destroyed : thetownoflquiqoe.

!.“

b<”*lmlMt..li!?ral»

4°?

such authorityas I can find, aud do not
feel disposed to question its appropri.
.
| to the amount of $100,000, scarcely a house
Gen. Bol. Meredith, one of Indianas most i being left standing ____ A new mixed Commis- ateness
'•n-u'~c*3; but upou
ujjuu oue point all
mi must
mum
prominent Generals during the late war, died j Hi°n ia shortly to assemble at Halifax,N. 8., to ( agree,
a£ree> and that is the strangeness
fitrangenessaud
last week, at Richmond,lud.. from cancer of
settlementof the Canadian the l)eauty of this natural pillar,that has
stood1 a
watch
tbe etomneb. c.u«ed from injuriee receivedin
- solitary
------------ over this distant
1862, at the battle of Gainesville,Va.. where 1 Ex-SecretaryMcCcuxich has publishedhis plain for hundreds of centuries, braving
he was crashed beneath a horse.
Denver. ! plan of resumption.He would have the Secre- a million wintry blasts, and defying the
Col., is reveling in a first-class seusation.
.
gnawing of seas, to Imi seen at last and
The people of that city were horrified a few j
10 ^reMuro rodeem such greenbacks
days ago. at the discovery of the mangled M were offered him
per cent, gold admired by civilized mankind.
bodies of four persons in the cellar of a build- • bonds. The legal- tendersreceived in exchange
Big Salaries.
ing. their throats cut from ear to ear. The 1 ^or G*© bonds would be destroyed.
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Elmer Wahurcbn. Chief of tho United
States Detective Service Bureau, has succeeded

•

in

*

/

o0f,D£’

»mo

for

Ixxta were thoee of mi old IUIUd. hie two i jAV Gom.D want, to oontroi a tbrougb road
a nephew, and thev had evidently i
..
. .
u
been murdered some days. The whole matter from *sew *ora t0 ^an Erancitco. Some time
is involved in a deep mystery.
. .The people of
“fio he obtained possessionof the Union PaWilliamsoucounty, HI., show a determinationto i cific, aud since then has been steadily working
make murder odious in that locality.A short ; to attain his object. He now bolds tLe Kansas
time ago two assassins were sentenced to long Pacific, aud tbe Chicago and Northwestern,aud
terms in the Penitentiary, now MarehallCrain, all he needs is a line from Chicago and Bt
one of the worst outlaws in the county, has Louis to New York, which will be suppliedbv a
mo murder
UiUiUCI Ul
been sentenced to death lUl
for the
of new road to be called the Erie and Chicago
William Spence.... A young German. Fritt railroad.
Kaiser, committed suicide,in Cliicago,the
The natives of Porto Rico in New York have
other day, by jumping from the top of the
organized themselves into an association, after
water- works tower, a distance of 187 feet.
The election of a Bishop for the diocese of the manner of the Cuban patriots, to assist
Iowa is yet in an unsettled condition. It was their fellow-countrymen at home in casting off
nt one time thought that Dr. Eccle^ton was to
the Spanish yoke. . .There are rumors at Washbe chosen,as a number of Standing Commitington that tho $4,000,000 to bo distributed
tees had voted in his favor ; but naw the deleamong Americans under the Geneva award is
gates from seventeen of the thirty-three parbeing unfairly divided. Of this sum $3,000,000
?r5f®flt*l*?aiD8t !l!e is saTd to have passed into the hands of a ring
that upon the 0f lawyers. The matter will be brought up
sous aud

The raising of Beecher’s salary to
8100,000 a year gives him the largest
compensation in tho Union. But one
salary in tho world transcendsit— that of
the Viceroy of India, which is £50,000,
or 8250,000 a year, though it is possible
tho salary of Lord Dufferin, as Governor-General of Canada, is £30,000, or
$150,000 a year. The ambassadorsof
Great Britain at Paris and Vienna receive but 850,000 a year. We are told
that H. B. Clattiu pays his “creditsman,” formerly President of the Bank
of North America, Mr. Donaldson, 8100,000 a year on account of his unprecedented knowledgeof credits. Tho firm
do a business of 870,000,000a year, and
this business is entirelya credit one ;
therefore a skillful knowledge of the
buyers, their standing «md personal

feiters whose headquarters were at Centralia,
HI. Six boxes of the queer were unearthed in
the woods, aggregatingsome $150,000in flftv-

ro^

<*ent fractional curreucv aud $5 national

bank

„

„
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kowevef.Wlieving themselves nglrfj laid
their v.ixoH, which were torn town by the bridge
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monopoiirte,and the Journal thinks the Bridge iees
toes vuwuiuu
obtained uum
from tho
mu (.ihulho
Chinese by
oy tne
the British
lintieli| fdkhtonablenight-capsare those
Uouipany is working in the interestsof the j in the recent negotiationsinclude the dispatch hot Scotch.

51

...uv y
Uablky- ..o.i .....................1 OS <# 1 10
north side of town had been split asunCINCINNATI.
der— one portion overwhelming Milli- Wheat— New ..................... 1 25 (* 1 **
Cork .........................
00 (,4
tello, so that not an inhabitant escaped.
Oath ............................... 30
43
Fraucofonte,built chiefly of wood, Rye ..................... ........ 78 (4 80 j
escaped with little damage from the Pork— Mesa ......................2125 «21 M
Lard .............................. 1<* <4 14
shocks, but was fired by lightning;the
TOLEDO.
spire of the church— wood covered with. We eat— Extra
;;
* \ £ £ j
lead— burnt down, and the nunnery ...
the Carmelites entirely destroyed so suddenly that five of the nuiyi were
jpEWOW. ‘'133
§ 11
in their beds. The largest port of
KAT_xJ i white 'W’.'X a • 1 w rt*
inhabitants Of Lnochela escaped by flying;! ' . No! 2 white.! .............
g{i«
from the toAvn oh the smlderi disappear-1! Amber .......
m [J «
ance of the castle, situated on rising !
............
gtonnd. Ragufift expetientthd shockff on ' Bart^'v-No.' ................... i w-te I 12
.... —

. '
--- the 8th, with violent thunder and
1 The Boston Port asserts ’that the most ning. At Spcufumo, on the

telegram, from, MinisterWade, dated Shanghai, I
18th hu»t., in which it is said that the guarau-
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m tho convictionof Col. John A. Joyce, lato ment — The Presidentof the Boston and Alnany i I can he prevented, from being elected
Revenue Agent, upon au indictmentfor frauds Railroadhas notified the Postoftico Department.i.v renmiu-hiiu/ writh immn.i
1 *
in tbe Uavenue Do,, utmost. The rerdirt foil U.»t from tho let ol December next
g
lmt
upon Joyce and his friends like a thunderbolt, spring ho wiU withdraw tho train from fioeton : A,DeuLe\° 1 Cft,l1 ‘‘O without the votes of
and has caused the utmost consternation which makes connection with the fast mail educated people if nil those who are os
among tire members of the ring all over tho train west of Albany, on the ground that it 1 ignorant as I myself will vote for me
West. . In a quarrel, near Clearwater,Wright does not
j Yes, if all the ignorant people will give
county. Minn., last week, Nathan Laughton
vnt™ T «U11 V,. ii, . , i? V°
shot and Instantly killed his brotherOrrin.... Still another destructiveinundation is
-Jl
!!
b/ a
great majority. .Gentlemen, they often
Untaslitro, Wsrelofchire
talk of educated people. Well, what do
The St. Louis Journal, of a recent date, says “d •toewholfo 10 England. .Xbo'IYirkiali gov- these great savants know ? They talk to
th«t the great,bridge aerws the Miwissippi at ; ©nmiont have declared their wiUingneeato
you of all that thefelsiu tho earth, or
t ^at place, from which the people expected so ! give the great nowere any guarantee compati111 the iinmtoient,lmt ImVe they <^|r
inuch in breaking down oppressive monopolirti. hi© with the u/tlon's dignity for tho fnlnllmeht
is ik* only a grindingmonopoly itself, but is in of bor financialprogramme.
Tho Supreme Hpbkeh to you of what there is in thfe
league wiib other great monopolies for opprw- Court of Prussia have hoard the jippoal of bbttorti; of tlto ftea? Well, I can tejl yod
the people. Rccenily tho Bridge Com- 1 Count Von Arriim, and refused to reverse the .that. It’s long sinor you elected your
W' Refused to give permiswotito the AUantlo vei-dictof the lower court.
1 advocate,doctors ami notaries. Now
•no Pacific Telegraph Company to croHa the
Tmk Iiuglmh koreigu Oflice has receiveda you milt d
m
bridge mth their wires. The teleghphVm.
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Steere.. . 5 45
Choice Nativea ......... . 5 10
Good to lYimc 8 teem.. . 4 20
CowHand Heifere .......
Medium to Fair .........
. 2 50
Inferiorto Common.
Honn— Live ....................... 7 75
Flour— Fancy white Winter ..... . 7 50
Red Winter ............... 6 50
Wheat— No. l Spring .............
No. 2 Spring .............. 1 10
No. 3 Spring .............
Cork— No. 2 ..................... 51
Oath— No. 2 ...................... 38
Rye-No. 2 .......................
Barley— No. 2 ........ ..........
Butter— Fancy ...................
Egos— Freeh ......................
Pore— Mcee ..................... 21 50

dwelt on the neighboring ridge of mom*tains,
affirmed that it was not to bo seen
reproached him with this serious
on the morning of that day, to which , Wheat— No.

^

47

Lard— steam ......................
laxia

powder-magazine.
Chicago
Beeveh— Choice Graded

Fair.

i>„u

14
5 4o
(4 1 23

10

Corn .............................. <;o

from these calamities, consider it to be
the only cause. On the ioth of
the castle of Augusta was blown up by

d00,000,

banknotes.

13X<#

prominent agent seems to be electricity, Flour— Superfine Western ........ S
Wheat— No. 2 Cbicago ............ l 23

At Minco, on the 11th, the shock was attended by “ a mighty storm of lightning,
thunder and liail that lasted six hours.”
The Archbishop’s palace at Montreal was
set on fire by the lightning. /Etna emitted great noises, flames and ashes during the shocks that overthrew Catania,
TerritorioH of the United States, with aggregate
bnt there does not appear to have been
liabilities
of $131,171,503. The greatest numtwo per
his sales
Mr. Don- eruption.Furia, situated among lime*
ber in anv one State was in Massachusetts,viz.,
....cent,
..... upon
-r — -------- to
— *•**•
227. In New York city alone there were 646 iddson. There are many salesmen in stone quarries, disappeared,and at sevefailures,with liabilitiesamounting to $31,- j the leading houses in New York with sal- ral parts of the hill tho rocks, which were
Aries reaching as high as §30,000, while previously almost as white as Geneva
,
Half a dozen failures are reportedin New the leading journalist must content him- marble, hod changed, and in the’
clefts made by the earthquake had
York, on Satdrday of last week, the principal
<t
------ «— I self w ith

in $50 national
I7ie $5 notes were on the Traders’Nationalone being Hoffman

The Tramp Printer.
He came in with a modest

air aud
looked around inquiringly. The bright
look of intelligence which shone from
out the weather-beaten lineaments of his
countenance, and the thin, tapering fingers, betokenedthe tramp printer. All
he wanted was a couple of days’ work to
push him to the next town. When ho
went to work he did not remove his coat,
his modesty being too excessive.It
was a “solid dig,” and he held to it
nobly until the “ take ” was finished,
then, with a bland and suppliant look
at the copy hook, he quietly inquired if
Munster, in 1612, thunder and lightning the ordinary Massachusetts paragraphist
were heavy during an earthquake; and ever stopped long enough to take a
in Sicily, in 1693, it caused very great drink. On being informed tliat it was
mischief. This conjunctionof lightning against the rules of the office to make
with earthquake was noticed by Luke more than two breaks in a column, he
Howard, and constitutes what he desig- walked over to his frame and fingered
nates “spurious earthquake.” Peculiar tho type for a few minutes, and then
rushing noises have also at times been stole out of tho door as silentlyns he had
perceived. These convulsions are at- entered. One of the boys went over,
tended by the disturbance
_________of
_
the
___ ___
raag- and taking up^his stick, read aloud its
netic needle, and compasses on board j contents, as follows:
ship are for a long time useless.
“Cursed be thy slanderers, oh, Aleck
The theory of tho falling in of caverns ! Stephens V'— Turner's Falls Reporter.
being the cause of these phenomena cannot lie maintained, and the hypothesisthat
Thanks to King Alfonso the Spanish
they are caused by steam or the explosiou soldiersare now much better clad, fed
of confined gases has scarcely a lmt ter and drilled than they were a few years
foundation.Tho volcanic and i'gneous ago. There is also a remarkable increase
theory is not so easily to be disposed of, in intelligence and education.
for it appears very clear tliat volcanic
eruptions do produce earthquakes. VolTHE MARKETS.
canoes produce these disturbancesin two
NEW YORK.
ways : 1. By their own direct motion.
Bnvre ............................
13
2. By disturbingthe electricequilibrium Hoos— Drcwed ....................u <4 10

»

in breakingup a formidableband of counter-

iioteu.and $1000

Tribune.
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GOSSIP OF THE DAY.

hoped

the youngsters will profit

by the

lesson taught them.

Thb

The Indians of the Creek Nation are
taking steps to rid themselves of the

ceived less than 200 votes.

worthless and rascally pale-faceswho

Marshal

MacMahon has

refused the have taken up their abode in that coun-

ex-Empreas Eugenie permission to pass

try. Through

twenty-fourhours incognita in Paris.

they have enacted a law forbiddingciti-

their National Council

zens of the nation, under penalty of $300

Metkorolooisthnote the fact tiiat the fine, to give employment to emigrants
past summer was cooler by five', degrees from the States. The class of people
than the average seasons for eighty seeking a temporary hiding place, from
years.

the surroundingStates, to avoid arrest
The yield of precious metals in the from the authoriesin those States, has
United States, which lias for some time long been a matter of complaint to the
fluctuated from $00,000,000to $70,000,- Creeks, and it is supposed they will be

000 per year,

will, it is estimated, in

-

obliged to leave if
1875

-

—

they are not allowed

*or

“©negate very’ nearly $100,000,000. to wor^
^K)ari^ m inftuy have
done heretofore,for a few days in a
W b

read in an Eastern paper that

the Williamson County
(III.) Vendetta—Some Queer Revelations.
If De Qoinooy had written soma years
later and lived in this country,says the
Chicago Tribune, a study of the Williamson county vendetta would liave
given him some choice ideas for the embellishmentof his essav on “ Murder as
a Fine Ait.” For deliberateand coldblooded conception and artistic execution, the Williamsoncounty murders
stand alone. There lias been a vast improvement upon the original Corsican
notion of the vendetta. The family
feuds of Corsica became a national passion, and the sentiment of revenge would
not have been satisfied if any of the
incidental murders liod been committed
by proxy. A Corsican, in pursuit of
some traditional enemy, would probably
have regarded it as a personal offense,
combining insult and injury, if anybody
else hod taken up bis quarrel and killed

places then steal a horse and leave.

two

AS A FINE ART.

Deotiliartticaof

Prohibition candidate for Gov-

ernor of Iowa, at the recent election, re-

MIBDER

his man. To have hired an assassin for
men near Troy have averaged $400 a
Those fast railway trains bowling over that purpose would have been to payout
month during the past summer, catchmoney to deprive himself of one of the
the country at almost lightning speed most exquisite of earthly enjoyments—
ing frogs and selling them in the Now
are very nice tilings to look upon, and the pleasureof doing the killing himself.
York market at 30 cents a pound. And

The new twenty-oent
weighs 77.16 grains, and the

96 grains.

piece

dime -

MICHIGAN ITEMS*

weighs 38.58 grains ; the latter formerly Thebe are 1,793 fewer saloons
weighed 38.4 grains. These are the only State than there were a year ago.

in this

tado ddlar “"‘m “•d’ ",c<’pting th® O*1™1'11 connljrlua a wild boy in its
trade dollar, which is a commercial poor-house.When let loose he n it* fnr

fcTCl™8118

420

The FoUU).
The potato, says the Troy Times, is
more important as a variety of human
food than any other root we cultivate,
and is remarkable for being grown over
a greater range of latitude than any other cultivated plant

C

tTwoods midXrl
P
A Saginaw school teacher whipped a
pupil, and the pupil’s father whipped
the school teacher. Now the school
teacher is trying to get some one to whip
the father.

Dr. W. C. \Vyatt, a prominent physiof Bay City, died lost week from
the effectsof blood poison. He assisted
cian

post-mortem examination a few days
the virus was communicated
to his system through a scratch on his
extensivelycultivated before the middle hand.
of the eighteenth. The potato plant is
The firm of Woicks Bros., machinists,
a native of South America, and its native
and the Tawas Mill Company, of East
soil is Chili, whore it is called moglia,
Tawas, have failed. The total liabilities
and Humboldt affirms that it was unare $245,000. Also the Northwestern Gas
known in Mexico until after the Spanish
and Water Pipe Company, of Bay City,
conquest.
with liabilities at $130,000.
It has been stated, and is believed by
A colored boy, aged 11 years, was
many, that the first potatoes grown in
Europe were planted in Walter Raleigh’s killed near Marshall,the other day, by
garden in Ireland, but this is erroneous. the kick of a musket which lie and some
At Oflenburgh,near Roden, in South other boys were firing. Hie boy bold
Germany, there is a monument to Mir the weapon in his hands a few inches
Francis Drake, as “The first introducer from his stomach. When it was disof the potato in Europe.” By the way, charged, it kicked back and struck
it may be mentioned that Frederick the him in the stomach, injuring him so
Great had to compel his subjects to plant severely that he died in about half an
hour.
it before he could get it into much use,

The potato was scarcely known until
the seventeenth ceutujy, and was not

iu a

since, and

very nice things to travel on for people But the chiefs in the Williamson county
who have a fancy for rapid traveling vendetta are a more refined sort of as
either.
sassins. The recent State’s evidence
but there is danger in them, neverthegiven by a couple of the murderousem
John J. Geohan, the author of the less. This mile-a minute travel will bo ployee reveals the now erder of things.
famous “ Geghan bill ” that passed the the death of somebody yet, an aflirma- It is not necessary in Williamson county
last Ohio Legislature, and the man who tiou which finds ample oorroborationin that the chiefs on either side should use
Last spring James Barlow, Marshal of
was responsiblefor the introductionof the hair-breadth escape which a directors’ their own $40 shot-guns,nor undergo and the use of this invaluable plant was
the personal discomfortof prowling vehemently opposed in France. At last An Sable, lodged a man in the lookup
the religious issue into the late canvass,
train on the New York Central had the around nights, nor offend their delicate
Louis Xy wore a bunch of its flowers for being drunk and disorderly.Shortly
was defeated foi a re-election, receiving other day. The train referred to was senses by witnessingthe gushing of huin the midst of his courtiers,and the after, the building was consumed by fire
the lowest vote of any candidate on the
made up of a locomotive and palace car, man blood and the scattering of brains. consumption of the root became uni- and the prisoner rotated alive. The
They liave a more modern and business- versal.
Marshal also held the office of Coroner,
Democratic ticket in Cincinnati.
the latter containingWilliam H. Vanderlike way of disposingof their enemies.
In point of fact, the potato entered and under his direction the inquest was
bilt and several other railroad magnates. One set of hired assassins serves both.
Europe by two different routes. It was held. It was sapposed at the time that
It is stated that Jewell and Bristow
At one of the stations on the road one It seems that Ham Mustek and Marshall carried from Peru to Spain, and thence the prisonerfired the bnilding. Barlow
both strenuously opposed the appointof the switches had been inadvertently Crain, the two fellows who have given into Italy and Germany, where laws was arrested a (lav or two since, charged
mejit of Mr. Chandler as Secretary of
evidence for the State, earned their liv- wore passed to enforce its cultiva- with murder. The allegationis that he
left open and they were thrown over to
ing in this now branch of industry. It tion. It is probable that when Raleigh killed the prisoner hv a blow on the
the Interior, and some Washington corthe branch. At the extravagant rate at would appear from their testimony that
came from his American voyage of head and tired the building to cover up
respondents are predicting that there
which they were going it was impossible their gang worked impartiallyfor the 1589 he brought tobacco and the potato the crime.
will be trouble between Bristow and
to remedy the mistake or slacken the Bulliners and the Pleasants — opposing with him.
Chandler, as both are bluff, headstrong
i
factions. The difference in the scale of
Drake visited Virginia a few yeiys
Crazy and in Love.
ataost a miracle that prices might have induced the profesmen who like to have their own way. D 8Peed- 1111(1 11
later, and brought over the sweet poPhilip Standermanu, who shot and
they were not tlirown from the track and sional assassinsto favor one side over
tato, which abounded in Virginia and
killed Louisa Sidenbaum in Chatham
dashed to pieces. The only tiling that the other had there not been other com- North Carolina, and was used in
street, New York, on the evening of the
The overworked bakers of New York
saved them from such a fate was the for- pensatory circumstances.Thus, Dave England as a delicacy long before the 19th of April, was put on trial last week,
clamor for less work and more pay.
Pleasantsor Jeff Russell was willing to potato which we ordinarily have was
tunate fact that
at me
the otner
other enu
end oi
of the
„ ,
mai ui
and the fact that the plea of insanity was
pay $600 apiece to have the Bulliners known.
to be the defense led to much delay in
Sir Francis Drake returned from nav-i-. was killed, while the Bulliners fixed only
work eighteen hours daily, with no re.
. • i i ~ v* , getting a jury. Three-fourths of the
supplied with a patent self-adjusting ar- $200 a head on the persons they wanted
spite on the Sabbath, for which they rerangement calculated to set the switch in put out of the way. But the Bulliners
jeotions against insanity as a plea in trials
ceive on an average but $11 per week.
wanted more men killed than their op- Raleigh landed on the Atlantic const,
an emergency. Although considered
for murder, and one of the number said
ponents, and this alwut equalized the and it is quite certain that he brought
that one kind of insanity begins an incompensation. It is another instance of over the potato.
stant before a murder and ends an inthe economical principle that low prices
A legend iu regard to the origin of stant after it. When Standermanu was
As the train stiuck the switch it was increase business. The hired murderers roasted potatoes runs that Raleigh called to plead ho looked more like an
would earn as much at $200 a head on planted some of the tubers in his garden
Herb is a warning to artists. A lifted to the main track and the danger one side as they could at $600 a head on in Ireland, just as ho had seen it done in idiot than a lunatic. He had a shoe shop
in Chatham street before his crime. Miss
escaped. The concussion ejected all the the other side.
painting on exhibition in the hall of the
Virginia, and had to return to England
Sidenbaum lived in City Hall place. He
passengers in the coach from their chairs,
It is not likely that all the fine -art before the plant liad reached maturity.
House of Representatives at Washingsought the girl’s liand
marriage ; bnt
barking shins and smashing decanters, qualities of the Williamson county ven- His Irish retainers, left in charge of his
when he talked with her parents about it
ton, which the Appropriation Committee
detta will ever come to light, but the house and garden, noticed the seed-apdishes, etc., but occasioningno serious
they plainly told him that such a marwas recommended to purchase, and
perfect disinterestednessof the paid ples which in due season the plant proriage was impossible.The girl was young,
injuries. Had the switch been such as
murderers, and their uniform and con- duced, tasted them, and pronounced
representing “ Abraliam Lincoln’sFirst
are in common use on the line, or had the scientious observance of the railroad them unfit for use by man or beast. At pretty, educated, and in all ways, socially
Earnings,” has been mutilated by some
and mentally, far above him. The rest
patent “ frog ” failed to operate, the re- law against discrimination,can scarcely that time the process of “burning the
vandal who cut out of the canvas the
of the story was told by the witnesses for
fail to command the admiration of timid prafts,” or weeds, was practiced in Iresult would certainly have been most disthe prosecution. Isaac J. Brown testirepresentationof a silver half dollar in
people who liave been accustomed to re- land. It was used by Raleigh’s serastrous.
fied that, on the evening of April 19,
gard murder as a rather startling, not to vants to clear his garden of the withered
Uncle Abe’s band.
say shocking, occurrence.Once in a stalks of the potato plants. In this 1875, he started with Miss Sidenbaum
On Nervous Horses.
and Miss Annie Thomas to go to a Gerwhile humanity would get the better of burning, the ground liecame heated,
H. S. Howe, a citizen of Chicago, (who
“Give a horse every chandlto look these cool and impartial men, and they and the gardener, turning the earth np man festival.They waited in Chatham
street for a car ; and as he stepped off
bad refused to put his fare in the box of about him and to exanune every object would permit their prejudicesand prewith his spade, found the tubers cooked
the sidewalk to see whether a car was
before
him,
and
he
will
not
shy,”
says
a bob-tail car, or to pay it except to an
ferences to assert themselves. Thus and pleasant to the taste. Roasted pocoming, he was startled by the flash and
the Russian coachman, according to Mr. Mustek says ho wanted “ to kill Sisney,”
tatoes got win I, and most every person
authorized conductor, was ejected by a
report of a pistol. He turned back, and
Wahl. For that reason the Russian and the reason ho wanted to kill Sisney in Ireland planted potatoes.
special poheemon, and charged with dis- horses wear no blinkers. Nor are blinksaw the prisonerholding a pistol close to
was because ho thought “Sisney needed
The manufacture of sugar from potaMiss Sidenbaum ’s face. Policeman Malorderly conduct, in that his refusal to ers so common in England — or even in killing.” This was certainly an exceltoes is carried on to a great extent in
pay fare was a breach of the peace. Mr. London, where there is everything con- lent reason, but it showed some personal some parts of England, and it is stated loy described the capture of Standermaim, which was effected within a block
to upset the equanimity of a feeling which distracts from the admiraby practical men that three tons of the
Howe was acquitted,and now several ceivable
of the place of the shooting, and said
nervous horse — as they once wore ; ble imperturbabilityand Spartan fairness
raw material will produce one ton of the
counter-suits are to be instituted against though the old cure for shying is still
that, when the prisonerwas asked in the
which generally characterizes the Will- manufacturedarticle.
police station why he had done the deed,
the street-carcompany.
prevalentenough. That cure is to “ ’it iamson county murders. There seems
In March, 1851, the Legislature of
ho answered, “She fooled
She
’im over the ’ead;” and it seems singu- also to have lieen a brief difference of
Massachusettsoffered a premium of
wouldn’t marry me, and so I shot her.”
lar that it should prevail, if it bo ineffiopinion between Bulliner and Crain os to $10,000 to any person within the ComSenator Hamlin, of Maine, explains
Ludwig Fealk testified that, a year before
cacious as well ns rather brutal, among a whether young or old Sisney should bo
monwealth who should satisfy the Govnow that the newspapers were included people credited with more horse-loving
the murder, Standermonnsaid to him, “ I
killed first ; but this was not material. ernor and his Council that by a test of
asked Mr. Sidenbaum to let me marry his
in the increase under the Postal law for and horse-tamingtlian any Grecian tribe
They stood not upon the order of their five years ho had discovered a sure and
which he stood sponsor, “ by inadvert- immortalized by Homer. But there are killing,and it happened that old Sisney practicalremedy for the potato rot. daughter, and he refused. I swore 1
would have revenge. I will liave her, or
in many cases serious obstacles in adopt- was the first to go. It appears, accordence.’’ In other words, the Senator was
Thereupon a multitude of letters poured
her life.” The jury, after hearing all the
ing the plan attributed to the Russians. ing to Musick’s testimony, that Crain
into the pubhc office— many of them
in so great haste to oblige his clients, the
evidence,brought in a verdict of guilty,
First of all, the horse has slued already, complaineda little bit about the trouble
containingvaluable hints, facts or reasonopponents of cheap postage, that he without your knowing that there was he had in killing the old man— not that
and the prisoner was sentenced to be
ings; and the Council ordered the Sechadn’t time to see how the change they anything which would cause him to shy. there was any resistance or danger, but retary, Mr. Walker, to prepare a digest hanged on the 10th of December, the
Then is your time, if you have not “ he had a rough time of it on account of the information placed at its disposal Jud^e, in passing the sentence, characwanted would affect the public. The Senbroken your neck, to let him investi- of the rain and mud.” It may be, how- by the several correspondents. The con- terizing the plea set up by the defense—
ator proposes to liave the law amended
“insanity, excited by passion”— us a
gate this object, after which he will never ever, that Crain only mentioned this
when Congress meets, but he hardly shy at that particular object again. personal inconvenience to convince his clusions to which all the facts of the case, “flimsy pretext.”
as they are here gathered,have appeared
need trouble himself. The matter will “ Let him rub his nose against it,” as employer that he earned his $200, so to lead are these:
Annexation of New Guinea.
be promptly attended to, whether he say some good folks; but it is not always that the latter would not refuse payment
1. That the disease bears a striking
Early in the sixteenth century the
possible to go through that b enevolen in some easier case when there might bo
resemblanceto cholera, and probably
takes any action or not.
Portuguese discovered the Island of
ceremony.
no “rain and mud.” The “ram and exists in the atmosphere.
Papua, and named it New Guinea on acThe signs of nervousness vary with mud,” however, did not appear to make
2. That it is doubtful if any specific
Mr. Charles Collins, editor of the different animals; one is violent, obsti- much impression on the assassin’s emcount of the striking resemblance of its
cure has been, or will ever be, discovinhabitants to those of Guinea, in Africa.
Sioux City Times, in a letter to his paper nate, or impatient; another is quiet, but ployer, as the latter only paid him $15 ered.
The island itself is probably the largest
“
trembles
in
every
limb,
his
flesh quivt down, and made up the rest in promises.
from Washington, says there is no doubt
3. But, as in cholera, certain preventera, his body is bathed in sweat, his eye “ There is $15 for killing old George,”
in the world, provided Australia is countives are well ascertained, by the applicathat a general Indian war will be inauged os a continent. Borneo has hitherto
is fixed and dilated, his breathing is ir- he said, “ and I will pay you the balance
tion of which the liabilitiesto disease
\urated this fall. The Indians, he states, regular.” Sex and inexperience,the
claimed a superiority in size, but New
when I sell my wheat.” Whether the
ay be greatly lessened.
Guinea is generallyadmitted to excel it.
are generally dissatisfied with the way filly and the 2-year-old, have most to an- balance was ever settled does not appear
4. Tiiat by obtaining the soundest
the Black Hills treaty terminated,and it swer for on the score of nervousness. from the evidence, but it was probably seed, by planting in the most favorable Not long ago the authorities of New South
When there happens to lie a rainbow paid if he ever hired the same man to do soils, and by using the most suitable ma- Wales petitioned England to annex
is a matter of regret with them that they
Papua. The idea has been received with
reflected across the course, and a windnures, we may have a good degree of
did not commence then by killing the mill conspicuous upon a mill about a more murder.
confidence in the successful cultivation the greatest favor throughout Australia—
Coinage at Philadelphia.
. Commissioners. Mr. Collins says Gen. mile off, a 2-year-old, just beginning life,
so much so, iu fact, that every colony on
of this useful vegetable.
The silver bullion which is now being
Crook, commander of the Departmentof and though acquainted,to some extent,
5. Tiiat we may expect that, like the that continent is understoodto demand
the Platte, has for some time been pre- with men and cities, unaccustomedto received at the Philadelphia Mint for cholera, the potato-rot will become less annexation. The main reason alleged
rainbows and windmills, has been known parting is mainly from the Consolidated and less formidable every year, and for this desire is the fear that some forparing for a conflict with the Indians,
to delay a start for about half an hour Virginia Mine, in Nevada, and contains
eign power will seize New Guinea, unand will be ready when the necessity by Shrewsburyclock. There were obvi- 40 per cent, of gold, 50 per cent, of sil- eventually subside into a mild and man- less England does so. Hiis seems rather
ageable epidemic.
arises.
fanciful, however, in view of the fact
ous difficultiesin the way of “rubbing ver, and 10 per cent of base metal. The
his nose” against the rainbow or the bullion is known os the dore, or silver
that th5 deadly climate of the island has
War In the Dutch Indies.
A lively battle between college boys windmill, and the happy thought of containing gold. The Mint is supplied
driven out the only nation — the Dntch
The Dutch war against the Atchiuese which ever gained a footholdon Papuan
and Odd Fellows — who proved them- blindfoldinghim did not occur to his with bullion as rapidly as is requiredfor
coinage purposes. In addition, the As- in Northwestern Sumatra has not been soil. Tne only danger would be that of
selves to be fightingfellows as well— oc- friends until his suspicionstouching the
wonderful works of nature and of man say Office in New York supplies the at all successful. Since the fall of the German colonization, and Germany has
curred at New Haven, Ck, the other day.
had reached a height at which enforced Mint with fine silver sufficient to insure fortress called the Kratow, early in 1874, never shown any inclination to surround
A processionof the order was marching blindness seemed more likely to aggra- a coinage of $1,000,000 per month in the Dntch have made no real progress, herself with distant dependencies. Bisby the classic precincts of Yale, when vate tlian mitigatethe evil.
subsidiary silver coin. Tne standard and the greater portion of Atchm is still marck seems to agree with Oobdeu’s'
fineness of the coin is made of 900 parts in the hands of the Mahometan natives. sweeping statementm Parliament:“ You
• It is reported of a trainer who had a
the students, moved by a spirit of devilparticularly nervous mare in charge, and of pure silver and 100 parts of pure cop- Disease, aided by the intense heat, makes call 1 the colonies England’s strength;
try, commenced pelting them with stones.
had carefully omitted everything that per alloy. The law of 1873 has some- terrible havoc among the soldiers of Hol- they are England’s weakness.” The
The Odds retaliated by charging upon could possibly, as he thought, give her what increased the weight of the subsid- land. A bounty of £34 is now paid real reason for Australian unanimity in
the collegians with drawn swords, which a hint that something out of the common iary coin, so that the coins at present each man enlisted for the war. The demanding the annexation of tbe island
they used to some effect, as we are told was about to happen, that he said.Jas he issued are a trifle heavier than the coin blame for the disastrous management of is probably the wish to have New Guinea
issued prior to the 1st of April, 1878, the war is thrown by some upon the a member of the federated republic that
that several of the students were wound- looked at her the night before the race,
“ I did all I could to keep it from her, and are made to correspond in weight Governor of the Dutch Indies; but oth- will ultimately, and perhaps ere long, be
ed. The latter, who have been accusbut she knows all about it, I can see. with the French coin. At present the *rs say that M. Fraussen Van de Putte, formed of tbe different British colonies
. tomed to riding rough-shod over every- Who told her?” Probably he himself, subsidiarycoins now issued are the half- the Colonial Minister, is the person in in that part of the world. New Guinea
body and everything, were somewhat by some indication that he never dreamed dollar, quarter-dollar,twenty-ceutpiece fault. Meanwhile, the Atchinese have a was once a part of Australia. The sea
and dime. The half-dollarweighs 192.9 new Sultan, and it is rumored that un- has washed away the isthmus tin
astonished at the vigorous manner in of. — New York Express.
grains. This piece formerly weighed der his command they will soon make stretchedbetween them. What Go<
which the members of the mystic order
President Grant has taken to the use 192 grains. The quarter-dollarflow an aggressivemovement with 30,000 men has put asunder physically,man noi
met and repelled their attack. It is of spectacles.
weighs 96.45 grains ; it formerly weighed against the Dutch lines.
proposes to join together politically.
it hasn’t been

a good season for frogs

;

’ ___

-7 , * TV*w
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m

O.

me.

—

K.

.

STOCK

ISTEW

Soon after Meivin loft, Watson said to
“Verdict brought in between twelve and
me “It’s a good time to put old Pound in one o’clock last night— nof QuUty."
the lake;” I aid not say anything,but we
We hope it may prove to be true.
Saturday, October 30, 1875. soon got into the boat; Pound got in first, [As we go to press, we learn that on FriWatson in the middle of the boat and I in
the
the stern; Watson, who had the oars, pul- day morning John H. Fuller was sentenled up the creek towards Pine Bay. AfTHE FULLER TRIAL.
ced to imprisonment for life and forthwith
ter we got nearly to the head of the Lake,
taken
to Jackson by Sheriff Woltman.]
> The proceedingsIn conn during the lit- Watson dropped the oars, took an axe,
which
was
in the boat, and struck Pound
ter part of last week and the first part of
For tk* BoUaad (Aty Ntwt:
on the bead two or three times. The first
this, have been of a rather unlnportant
The Citizens’ Lecture Course for the seablow knocked him down I think, and he
character, except so far as the different fell over the side of the boat with part of son was opened, Thursday evening, at Kenwitnesses on the part of the “People” were his body in the water Watson then clinch- yon’s Hall, by Mrs. Louise W. Foss, with
ed him, drew him back into the boat and
introducedto corroborate and strengthen
a choice selection of her inimitable readbegan to strip off his clothes; said be
the testimony of Watson.
would keep the clothes in the boat and ings. This was her first appearance here,
The followingis a list of all the witness- duck the body in the marsh.
and her audience was not as large as it
I was so mshtened by what had been will he when she comes again. Those who
es that were sworn and testified
Dry Goods,
Notions and Trimmings,
done that I could hardly stand but WatFor ih i Fnpls—J. Raterink, A. Van Vuwere there were delighted, and many of
Furnishing Goods
son said if I did not help be would kill me
Hats
Caps,
ren, A J. Clark, Dingeman Kordux, W. also. Watson took ail the money and pa- those who did not go to hear her, regret
Clothing,
Groceries,
Kordux, Jannelje Kordux, Joos Kordux, pers that were in Pound’s clothes losing so choice an entertainment. Aland
put
them
in
his
own
pocket.
We
Cha’s Erikaon, Cha's F. Post, B. Lasman,
Glassware,
though smaller than it should have been,
dumped (he body out and then went ashore
U. E. Welch, Win. Osborn, M. BUIson, E.
her audience was more appreciativeand
Provisions,
and built a fire. ‘ I told Watson that the
G. Parsons, J. D. Everhard,Jan Eilander, body would float unless it was fastened sympathetic than usual and there were
Pat Quigley, Oliver Burch, Geo. West, L. down, and we cut a stake and went hack none of the noisy and disagreeable demonW. Van Duseu, Dr. B. Ledeboer, G. S. to where it was and drove it over one of strations which too often mar the enjoythe legs; that did not seem to keep it down
--Doesburg, G. W. Jenkins, John Bennett,
ment of our public entertaiuments.
so Watson look a knife and cut it so as to
, Our Assortment of Goods is cobplete and selected with a
John 9. Watson, Bally K. Flagg, Allen let the wind out; we then stuck the clothHer selections were as follows:
The CharcoalMan.— By J. T. Trowbridge,
Wei ton, M. I). Trowbridge, E. Cole, Mis. ing in the mud at different points and
view to accommodate the various classes of Trade.
went ashore; soon after this we went
La Cica and the Senator, from the Dodge Club.—
L. A. Matson, P. Kooing, J. Verplauke,
By Jat>. De Mille.
home.
Dr. A. Van Der. Veen, John Scbreur, B
Chamber Scene, from Romeo and Juliet.— ShakThe next Monday Watson said we had
soeare.
Slilson, Mrs. Stllson, J. H. Foster, C. C* better go down and see if the body was all
Everything in the line of Produce will find with us a ready

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
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At

GENERAL RETAIL STORE

anasaiA

&

g

w

was

Immense Supplies of
&

Crockery,

Stoneware,

-

Flour Feed, and Grains.

WE SELL CHEAE.

"Cnrfew muni not ring to-night."

from a man named
and we went. During all the
we were in the boat, Melvin was not

Harris, Mrs. C. C. Harris, Elisabeth Driest, right, so I got n boat

Voc, Tam Dykema, James

Beeves,

--

De

Isaac Driest, Walter Trowbridge, E. C.

time
with us; he had gone to Cottrell’s and did
not get homo till Sunday evening; I never
told him anything about the murder, or
that I bad a hand in it, until yesterday.
Cnm-mi mined by Mr. Lowing for the

Wm.

Cochrane, Cha’s T. Pagelson,Mr. McClin
ton and A.

The

Woltman.

pro eculion rested their case on

Thursday. The

theory of the defense was

explainedto the jury by Mr. G. W.

People. I don’t remember

the

Jo's Will, from Bleak House.— Dickens.
8

the

- - -

The CordialBalm

Syr

Wisconsin, says
savor too

much

ills n otioa of a

'

of

WOLE AND, MICH.

CITY HOTEL

icum and Lothrop’s

Enslern tramp, who

An

first

RIVER STREET,

dalpbon.—Longfellow.

an

Charlie Machree.— Bussio.

Me

time we talked about killingPound; it was
Bride, being in substance that Watson some time in tin* spring. I think it was
and not Melvin was in the boat when the at my place. Watson said it would be
better if be was out of the wav, that be
murder was committed.
was a mischief maker, a snake in the
The following witnesses were introduced grass, and that the neighborhood would be
benefited B he was knocked on the head.
and testified
For
Geo. Smith, Wm. Ho. I think Watson bad never said anything
directlyabout killing him until that Saturvcy, G. Stoner, 0. Van Der Hocf, G. W.

market and the highest prices.

Coaitfhipof Mr. Bumble and Mr«. Comey, from
Oliver Twist.— Dlckeni.

had been over
the names of the towns

Tonic

Holland, Mich., May, 1875.

Pills.

of pedcstrianism to suit
'printer’s stale.

”

There

is

Frkwibuboh, Nov. 12. 1874.
have mod the Cordial Balm of Syrlcnm and
LothropV Tunic Filin an a preventive and cure for

Milwaukee, Waukesha, Oconowoc,Manitowoc, Waukegan, Pewaukec, and

a

This House has changed Pro-

I

dozen

prietors, and

the life of ardent apiritaand habitual intoxication,
and I find them actually apeclflc In inch caaha. I
regard them as moat invaluable mediclnea,and
nothingcould Induce me to be without them.

other “walks,” but mighty Hitle work.

traveling jm

l

is open to the

die.

Nopains have

been spared by the new Pro-

day when we were on the dock. When I
JACOB MBSERVE. prietor to
ke it
Atlm1i5finfnt5.
got there to the clock that Saturday afterTipton. Dec.
1874.
J. C. Cottrell,Geo. Adams, Mary Fuller, noon Pound was out in the boat; don’t
We take pleasure~ —in Informing
.......n you of the atirHrink begot on the dock at all alter I arR. Clarkston, Wm. Cochrane, J. Robat,
pnainsly
.......
beneficialreaulta from the
w use
wo*. of your
rived. Think Melvin went away at about
English
' The
. ......
.
- *
..ngllsh Remedv.
Cordial Balm
of- Syrlcnm
J. M. Fellows, A Cottrell, Sarah Cottrell,
(I o’clock and in about an hour Pound,
and Lothrop'a Tonic Pllli in a case of great Nertable will lie supplied
vous Debility and Prostration, by a member of our
Otto Johnson, Mr. Johnson Sr., F. T.
Watson nod me got into the boat and went
family who had been under treatment by different
with the best the market
wholesale and retail
up the creek In where the murder took
Wain wright.
doctors for nearly three years past without anv apdace. When we went up the creek an
parent benefit therefrom:but your medicineshave
and the season afford.
On Tuesday as the last witness was exproduced a most wonderfulchange for the better,
axe and the spear were in the boat; think
and the patientnow enjoys comparatlvelv excellent
amined, and the case about to he summed Watson put them in.
[Harrington’sBlock, Eighth Sirect.]
Mrs. HARRIET STCRtilSH.
The Rooms are spacious and
up, a new excitementwas created by a reThe first time anything was said about
FS
—
We
tell
all
with
whom
we
are
acouainted.
--- o
well furnished with
and
port that the old man Fuller would at the rilling Pound that day was when Watson
who are similarlyafflicted, to try your medicines.
and I were on the dock alone after Melvin
elegant furniture.
convening of the afternoonsession change
eft; Watson said it would be a good time
Agents.
his plea and confess hit part of the mur- to put Pound out of the way; said we
A heavy Mock of
der, so as to be enabled to testify in behalf could dump him in the lake; think that
JOHN F. HENRY A CO.. New York City.
Office
First Floor.
Out
Goods,
of his son, and that he would by crimina- was the language used; don’t remember
JOHNSON. HOLLOWAY A CO.. Philadelphia.
For the convenience of Commercial
Clothing,
What I said ; after we all got in the boat we
naling himself attempt to clear Melvin and
SETH 8. HANCE, Baltimore. Md.
went to some set lines and then we went
Agents a large and well lighted sample
Groceries,
Implicate others.
WEEKS Jfc POTTER, Boston, Mass.
up on the north side of the lake towards
room has been fitted up on the
Crockery,
At one o’clock, when the roll of jury- Pine Creek. Watson dropped his oars
ground floor. Livery connectGlass-ware,
For Sale
Druggists genmen was called, the court room was crow- when near the shore, took an axe and
ed with the Hotel.
knocked Pound down; I think Hie first
Hats and Caps,
ded, many ladies occupying chairs within
blow killed him; we then stripped him
J. W. MINDEHHOUT, Prop’r.
erally everywhere.
Boots & Shoes,
the ral'iiig, end every available sent in the ami put him overboard,taking Iris clothes
Etc., Etc.
Dr. Loi bmp may be consulted professionally by
whole room being filled. Prosecuting At- ashore to examine them; afterwardsthey'
m. H .ice of ebatge. Address
were
buried
in
the
mud
and
the
body
staked
torney Adsit addressedthe Court, stating
carry the heaviest stock
down. Watson put what be got from the
G. EDGAR LOTHROP, M. D.,
that be understood the chief respondent,
in
pockets in Iris own pocket, and said, ot goods in the City;
AMI-BILIOUS AND EXPECTORANT PILLS,
1 Court street, Boiton. Maw.
John H. Fuller, wished to change his plea, “We will divide in the morning after we
large quantities, and sell cheap
and that he, ns repiesentative of the peo- get home.” I saw a roll of money done
Have a specific influence npon the Liver and
for cash
Ready
StaDowels,and stimulate these organs into such vigp»e, would offer no objection. The Sher- up in an old cloth. We cut the stake afs,
ter the murder had been done. Watson
orous action that the impediments are removed,
ple goods in enormous quantiiff was directed to bring Fuller into court.
favorablyknowi. by operating mildly.
cut the hole in Pound’s side to let the
DEALERS IN
He appeared in a few minutes, looking wind out, so timt it would not float. Think ties, such as
0,l“lu,,inB rro“
pale from bis long confinement,but olher- we left the axe, spear and lines at the dock
Bark, Ties,
Flannels,
—
*
wise in gold trim, he having some lime that night, and that Watson got them the

ilnv

Ostrander, Cha’s Erickson,Geo. St. John,

/

A A.

F.

Steketee,

3.

... '

.... .

"

m

» • —

FIRST-GLASS.

«

*

•

Hie

ALIER/S,

IDE

health.

---

new

JUST RECEIVED

Wholesale

on

by

We

DR. SCHOUTEN’S

I

Buy

1

or

Pay.

'

DeFeyter Bro
•

Wood, Lumber,

next day.

Timber, and all kinds

Sheetings,

dodge. Up-

—

SOLID AT

Wholesale and

-

Retail
Waison and I were there again Monon being asked by the Judge in regard to day, when we found everythingas we had
of Wood Produce.
Blankets,
BY
his plea of not guilty, he said he wished to leit it. Watson said lie was going down
Shawls,
We have put up In our wood*, (on the Lake Shore II.
Druggist,
change it to “guilty,” and the Clerk was again; don’t know whether be did or not.
Pore two mile* West of the white school-house on
When we reached home on that. Saturday
Yarns
and
instructed to so enter it.
CieCiand Haven road) a first-clawportable saw mill
night, Waison kept the money. The next
Holland, Mich.
is now in good runningorder, and can serve
Cottonades wliRu
He was then called as a witness by the morning be came into my room and gave
the public at any time with all kinds of building
Holland,
Mich0 Feb. 25, 1875. 2-tf
mu •„;!:•) and fencing at low prices,and deliver the
defense, and testified substantiallyas me ^50; said he lound $175, but had to Also Live Geese Feathers.
s.-iue whoever wanted.
give Iris wife $100 tokeepsiill, and that he
follows:
We can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and
kept $45
msel f. I did not deposit any
wll utrke long lumber and timber a specialty.
of
My name is John H. Fuller; I am the money at Fuller’s bank, Grand Rapids, af- 150
Our IffiiMrie-for getting out deck planks and
man who was charged, with my son, Mel- ter the murder; never had any money in
We deal also extensivelyin Flour and Country any kind of ship timber are unequaled.
i». a A< STEKETEE.
All hills will be filled promptly and with desvin C. Fuller, with the murder of Wilson
Eighth Street, City ok Holland.
hai bank. Watson only gave me $ilO; I
patch. and a folrdealing can be rc'llcd upon. CusHolland,
Mich.,
Oct.
29,
1875.
Pound, on the 5th of last June. I wish to don’t know how much lie gut, only what
tom sawing done at bottom figures.
make a statementof my connection with be said.
for The^ undersigned respectftillyannounces that h«
,Al>: kinds of Farm Products,takenii In
in pay hi
Inm ier and sawing, Also Wood, Bark and Rail BBStill sustains his old reputation, and that nothe murder. Previous to the 5th of June
GO
AND
CALL
AT
body needs to be wanting In anything
The statement created considerable inloedTies,
when deliveredat Wourl JPier
on Lake
”
VI Wll
U(J
there had no plans been made for his dis.
which belongs to his line of trade.
Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
since abandoned the insanity

-

WALSH,

.

lii

BARRELS

SALT.

.....

•

vicin- terest

po a); but lie was unpopular in our
and the neighborsoften talked about
wishing him out of the way. I lemember
bearing Watson and a man named Van
Duseu talking about Pound; they thought
it would be better for the neighborhood if
he wn« knocked over; they thought he
wao a bad man.
ity,

the morning of June 5th we calcuIn-ed to go fishing; Watson told me to sec

Oa

Pound and

him. Watson, Pound, Melelf were going; I was not
gomg with the oibersiathe team, but was
going from my place to Holland City on
the r. ilro.id, with a gang of section men.
I had previously had
•d a cow killed on the
t rck, and we wore to go and view her
body to tee about damages, and I was to
meet the fishing patiy at the lake. While
I was talking with the railroad men on the
evening m Friday, the 4th of June, about
uomg to Holland with them next morning,
Pound came along and I mid him about
H; told him Wat on would come along
with a team and take him to the creekVan Dusen was with us at this time. On
vin and my

tell

f

,

Saturday morning Watson and Pound
s. 'Jed for the lake. I Marled in about
half an hour, I should think. I bad on the
.me clothe? I now wear.

s

I

the

and excitementin the court

room.—

The despair which prompted this move
was too apparenthowever, to create much
effect.

The old man broke down

and towards tiie close shed a few

Aiier the cross-examination “Mel”
his statement, saying that he left the

between

five

Kordux’s and started for
the “Lake Shore” with Iris catfish. The
whole of Wednesday and part of the next
day whig occupied with the argument.

-

Mi. Adsit opened and was followed by

A.

At the Store of

aai Hisses Wear

E.

Holland, Feb.

20th,

HEROLD.

1874. 1-3^8-ly

SONS,

River Street, Holland, Mich.

1875.

Mr Lowing making the closing address.
We have on hand a

Ms,

CLOETINGH.

Muskegon, Sept. 3 1875.

WERKMAN &

The judge deliveredhis charge to the

Ladies, Beats,

*

Extensive Trade,

Messrs. McBride and Stewart, of defense,

1875.

The most competent workmen constantlycm.
The undersignedwishes to inform his old frierds
ployed, and all work made up in tbej
and residents of Holland and vicinitythat being at
latest atyle and with dispatch.
present located at Muskegon, he has made arrangements with Mr. W. Vorst. at Holland,at whose
store, on River street, all job work for binding can
Eeaairiag vill Deceits Prompt Atteatioa,
be left . I have purchaseda new and completeline
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.

and six o’clock that evening;

took supper at

12,

BOOKBINDING! FIUTLIlTaS,

HARDWARE.

scene

l\ i:

|

Also a full line of

stock of

made

«•

Holland, Mich., March

And examine his immense

tears.

»

VI

Luke.

HAYERKATE’S

once,

HEROLD,
- -

E.

Product.

•

WINTER. 1876.

FALL AND

large stock of

jury on Thursday forenoon. It was
lengthy and carciully prepared,reviewing

in the case and
quoting authorities; at noon the jury
was placed in charge of Dep. Sheriff Col-

Fa

And kecpalnlllineof

Hats

During the afternoon session, John H.

Children Cloaks

& Cloaking,

Ready made and cutand made to order with a fnllllne of trimmings, also Velvetlnea.Double Wove
Paisley Shawls, Balmorals, Ladies and Children’sHosieryand Underwear.

& Caps,
Provisions.

L & S. VAN
CIGARS! CIGARS! eighth:
street

Creek; think I got tbete about 4 o’clock
the court to determine the extent of the
m. There was no one on the dock
ctime
and the degree of murder, Mr. H. W
when I got the**, but Watson soon made
his appeatance from a lot of logs soutn 8. Clubb, the stenographer, was sworn and
of the dock, where be had been fishing; read the testimony and statement made
Melvin was with Kordux’s boys at that
by Fuller, while onjhe si and the previous

e

fof one of the largest mannfacimici In the country and sell cigarsat

Retail,

time, I

DEN BERGE,

- - - HOLLAND, MIOIS

have the agency

Wholesale and

think. I took a book and line
from Watson and fished some lime; he day, as a witness fir “Mel,” whereupon
said Pound had gone home because he the court Instructed the Clerk toen’er a
had no bait. While we were on the; dock conviction of murder in the first degree.
I saw Pound up the lake on the shore and
Alter the jury were out and the responWaison then said, may be he had not gone
dent had retiredto his cell he felt the inhome, but was hunting. About that time
Melvin came on the dock and we talked poitance of each moment as it passed by
about bis going to Grand Haven the fol- and he betrayed deep menUl agitation.
lowing week; I told him I was not well
and Melvin said I bad better go home; be 6l®QJt'‘UISd‘y"'‘‘'"If 1“te’ jury wu
told me to go in the team and
idnt
ne would go
A despatchreceived by us from Sheriff
on foot; then started up the lake shore
and was not there again that night; this Woltman, Friday morning, tellg t|,e re.
was about sundown.
suit of their deliberations:

A

Ciockery and

Fuller was again

p.

Ladies

Dry Goods,

lins.

brought into Court, to
went to Holland in the morning and in finish the proceedings connected with his
a^emoon I went from thereto Pine change of pleadings. In order to enable

heavy assortmentof

inicr

the law points involved

Drm Siip Udiu
in

the line of

Scarf, and Ghm, and a
MiUinerynotionsue cannot

'

Kid Glove,, Perfume and Soap,,
surpassed. Ribbons, Velvets, Satins,

full line of
be

in large quantities.

, uut,,
Are dealt In very extenrively by ns.
_ anfl all orders
».« promptly filled and delivered.

Country Produce!
soecieliy.We never refuse to buy anything in this
ifne, Our connectionsarc such that we can always pay the Kig/urtprim.

Holland, Oct. 28,

1875.

TOYS! TOYS! TOYS!
For Boys and Girls
rls. .Work Boxes, BulldiDg Blocks, Writing Desks, Albums, Maps,
Smoking Sets, Dolls, Excursion Trains, Etc., Etc.,

Patterns.
We

a

are the only agent for the sale of the aRriUiarUine,s'a

splendidlustre

to all

kinds of Starched Linen

new

Wear. We

£

preparation for giving
also keep Butlerick’s
•

*

Hope Church

jottings.

ornament on

lost the

its

spire on Tuesday night.

The paragraph given below ‘ has been
printed in several newspapers in this State,

comes we know
that the Grand Rap-

but from what source

Thk new Ward

One

school is well attended.

ter

Market day

Zeeland, Nov.

at

not: “It
ids

and

8,

of Brigham Young’s sons is to en-

our State University.

at

The

this place, Nov. 10.

bridge across Black River, at

Scholten's

Dr. F.

Lkdebokr has

S.

Our

The

State prison at Ionia.

fence encloses the

Wayne & Chica-

JuaoiNO from the price of potatoes,
they appear to be somewhat “Inflated.”

legavJ!fJoumal.\

The

State prison now contains about 800

many
commodated.
prisoners— As

A beautiful new

with the Pittsburg, Fort

go railroad for a through route east.”— Af-

The roof of Mr. Kenyon’s building was
damaged somewhat by Tuesday's storm.

On account of the weather,the temperance meeting has been adjourned Juntil

Store of

Mr. G. Haverkate,thereis an unusual rush

ers to

his establishmentWe found that

T.

The

D.

Michigan fish-batching establish- here. The

ment has

Powers.

just received, in

800,000 California

Lieut. 0. Gardner, U. 8. A., writes us

good condition,

home to
November.

Pacific coast.
Council on

Monday even-

ing let .he job of grading River street to

Messrs. H. Boone

& Co.

forms us that he cannot get any answer in
have on hand a

Son. reply

communications.

Office at Holland,Mich., Oct. 28, 1875:

see before purchasingelsewhere.

Ana Rover, Mrs.

Miss

Sioux Coun-

late elections in the

Mr. E. J. Harrington has broken the
tin Winter was elected townshipclerk and
monotony
of that unoccupied corner in
Mr. Simon Kuypors, county superinten-

-

dent of schools.

-

the west part of the city, by fencing in his
lots in the

left

of

our city, being a

“tannery addition.”

In front of their bookstorethe Kanters

SIXTY DOLLARS CASH*

Work

he made the

casual

was only

bid luck would have

as

a little while thereafter

lost bis wallet

Horse Shoeing a

J. 0.

that

lie

has

failed to

D. Holden

Whoever

dozen of cups the

stole that

The

other day, out of the crate in tront of Mr.

steamer Menominee is hauled off

that

begin to think
this community does, not deserve,

and Fridays.
Oi r city narrowly escaped a large con-

The Lecturing committee have authorized us to state that they are now prepared

Rev. M. Clapper preached to quite a

Thursday evening. As the
Cornet Bund were leaving their rooms
above Kroon’s hardware store, they disflagrationon

large crowd in Robert Graham’s saloon, at

season tickets for the remainder of Coopersville, Monday evening. If religithe course, on the following terms: Sin- ous interestdie out in Coopersvilleit will covered a fire
gle ticket, $2; two tickets, $8.25 and for not be the fault of Mr. Clapper— ZfrmW.
to sell

The number of students registeredat
the University at Ann Arbor are: Liter-

by

On Tuesday evening Messrs. B. J. Veeneklasen and A. Bolks of Zeeland, left

of Saugatuck, formerly occupied

here for Northwestern Iowa, to further ex-

months has been vacant. The alarm was

later ns a saloon,

but which for

the

several

given and the departmentwas prom ptly
ary department, 348; law, 290; medical, amine that localitywith a view of settling
on the gronnd, and succeededto check
289; homeopathic college, 22; dental there and recommendingit as a suitable
the further spreadingof the flames. Upon
location for a new colony.
school, 15. 500 students are in attendance
examination it was at once evident to have
at the State normal school, this term.
The amount of State and County tax to been a case of incendiarism.The building

-

Gone down— the

republican, pole; not

bo raised

---

by the

city this year is about

was

set

on

fire from the inside;

Dm

a

-

no damage done, except

is there is

-

various points in

Ottawa

county represent the epizootic as raging in
a

mild form, principally among

livery

Counter, Cloth,

own house which was

setting fire to his

weather set in, fall work might be much
burned on the Lake Shore, some few weeks delayed. No fatal cases are reported as
ago. These proceedings originate with yet.
the American Insurance company, of Chicago, in which

company Mr.

To the new advertisementin this issue

Cottrell was

of Messrs. Werkmau & Sons, the attention

insured.

of the public

is

repectfully directed. In

R. R. Co., have their line of Dry Goods and Notions they
again changed their time card^and the are especially well providedwith the depublic will do well to notice it. The re- mands of the season, including a full line
cent addition of two trains daily to Grand of Ladies’ underwear and Gents’ Furnish-

The

M.

C. &

L. S.

Haven, over the M. L.S. track, has been dis-

continued. We oinited to

make

but will do so

in our

this season, must be

evi-

at

hand, which with
fills up all their room.

large supply on
other stock

call attention to their

They have

new

the

We

mm

inten

d

to dispose of at once.

-Ald.

-

It

a

newspaper.

No.

in visiting the ex-

a painful sight

is

vines loaded

possessionan old

It is

-

-

to

and know
few days ago we

down with

be worthless. A

had occasionlo

visit

fruit,

the vineyard of Mr.

84, of Vol.

Bosnian,near the harbor. Our informant
of The Sentinel of Freedom, published told us that the crop on the vines was - esNewark, Now Jersey, and dated May timated at twenty thousand pounds, and

II,
at

part

Among

—

------

The

coal agitation,

-

Centennial— Although the firm of H.
on the “Vissers” A. DeLand & Co. ,'mamjfacturers of I); B.

farm has reached the following situation:

They have bored to

a

DeDandA

Co.’s Best Chemical Saleratus,

depth of thirty-nine has not been in existence one hundred

be

A Very large stock

J.

sample with him to have it tested. It

is

said that there is every indication thus far
coal

below

the

pounds per day,

many

till

now

few

they turn out

tons. It is strictly pure, healthy

clay. They have and uniform. In fact it contains all the

suspended further operations until the good
quality of this

clay and

its indications

have been further ascertained.

HOLLAND, UMB,

qualities of Saleratus

and none

poor. Every good cook that has
buys

it

again; thus the succes.

of the

-

o

-

Burns, and
Scrofulous Swellings.

citizens

of Holland and vicinity.

45-8 s ly

M. Reidsema & Son.

- --

J. J. FIFIELD’S
FIRST

WARD STORE

Liquors.

Wc have removed our

COB. 8T BIViB k

store In the Rrlck Build

VEIsTiSrElVEA,

tA..

BARKER

trimmed
2

sly

Hay,

&

-

Son,

-4.fr-

-

Gents’ Furnishing Goods,

Choice Groceries

and Mill Stuff,
AND

-

Holland,

.
-AWAY

Oct.

-

GIVE

15,

TEAS AND_ SYRUPS.
HIGGINS.
tt-

1875.

i

i!

i

^

Highest njarket price paid
!

! •m

|i,|1tter

Holland, Mich., Oct
1870, I

shall

make

a present of

A BOX OF CIGARS,
Of whatever brand ho may prefer,costmake Cigars a

ing from $.200 to $4.00. I
specialty.

tried it

Holland,

WERKMAN.

Mich.
H. 1).

12-m5

I continue to carry on a
trade

in

WHOLESALE

1

&

CIGARS,

and give notice of this for the special benefit of all dealers in said articles.

ply them with everything they need in my
•ine. A good stabble and accommodations
for their teams are offered to them.
Mu. James VVkhtvkkh will always he
found ready to wait upon any of his old
friends who wish to call upon him.
.All orders will he promptly filled and
delivered home-free of charge.

J. J.

At Lowest Cash Prices.
8LOOTER &

ol

Farmers will find my store u welcome
dace. I wish to buy nil they have to sell
n the line of PRODUCE, and can sup-

NINTH flTBBET.

Dealers in

(-rmin,

Une

FLOUE & FEED.

LIQUORS

& VAN RAALTE’Sehoe store.

Flour, Feed,

full

I have torrcaoed my room In order to accommodate thin large Mock and Invitoth« public of the city
and vicinityto come and examine my good* and
prices.

AT

-

MR.

us, will be

And keep conatantly on hand a

of charge.

ing of

Opposite

of

pa})er bought

CLOTHING

mic/U Saleratuslias

of finding

- •

tra<le

Holland,

FIF1ELD.

Midi., Oct. 13. 1875.

Meat Market,

or

Jacob Kuite.
6,

1875.

-five,

grown from a

J.
has removed from
Eighth Street to No. 25, Tenth Street,
West of Hope Church.

Hn. Wykhuizen'a Queen of Ointment
can be bought at the Store of J. H. KlekIntveld, Eighth Street. Price, 25 Cents'.
Holland, Mich., February 25, 1875.

NEW STOCK OF

Rapids,

ddebrated Solera tu* iv/cniy

WYKUUIZEN

MRS.

CHILDREN,

on hand.

45

years, dur- To the one that buys the most Cigars
-r
of me, between now and January 1st,
ing which time the demand for Best Che-

soap-

HjEhutoved!

And recommends herself to the

stone and fire-proof. Mr. Leitcl of

Grand
visited that localityand took a

Co.

46

a specialty of ail FEMALE COMPLAINT AND DISEASES OF

RUBBERS, ETC.

John Roost

Eighth Street, Holland,Michigan.

feet. After they were down about ten feet years, yet they have manufacturedtheir
they struck a dark clay, said to

W. VERBEEK &

Makes

Flour and Feed.

its contents

the proceedings of the “Federal Legisla- the ripening season and the early frosts in
ture.’^ Also the arrival of a schooner from
the fall have thus greatly disappointed
Bordeaux with newspapersfrom Paris to the hopes of our fruit-growers.
the 20th of March.

H.

BOOTS, SHOES,

free

we notice that the owner would not realize one dolof President Adam’s message with lar. The want of warm weather during

1798.

AND BLINDS,

Cures: felons,

OOFFI3STS.

tensive graperies in this locality, to see the

------

Sii’P has in his

imi,

MANUFACTURERS OF AND DEALERS IN

Wall

Q-R/OCBK/IBS
AND

it

copy of

1

1

Mattresses,

B” and one “Elias” Howe Machines, for

to

PECIAL1TY.

Feather Beds,

our

country. They are the men

Kiiiir

m

J. O. DOESBURG.
Holland,Mlcb., July 50, 1875.

1875.

28,

DEALERS IN

advertisement.

also received 130 barrels of salt

which they

Holland, Oct.

that their sales foot up to twenty-three “A.

furnish them.

imir

STEAM

Window

SL00TER & HIGGINS

in this

rfAVK A

FRESH SUPPLY OF

city of the “Howe Sewing Machine Co.,”

dence of good trade in that line. At P. the month of October, being sufficientevA A. Steketeo’sthey have an unusual idence that these machines are "the go'*

WE

the City,

books of

Ranters Bro’s, Consignment Agents

next.

large stocks of clothing brought in-

to this city, at

sales-

'

1

DOORS/
OOIiS/ SASH
SA

M’ci'tiscmrnts.
have seen from the

^

Thirty dollars will be paid to the person Always keep a full and well aelected stock of Fur- I have just received a new and
niture, at price* correspondingwith thetlmes.
who took the pocket book belongingto D.
D. Morse, from the premisesof the City
Wall Paper,
Hotel, at half past one o'clock, on the afternoon of Oct. 2Gtb, if he will return the
Dry Goods,
Shades,
money through the post office to the owner.
Hats & Caps,
He may deduct the reward and return the
Carpets,
balance. No names need be mentioned.
Crockery,
Oil Cloths,
If it is not returned in a reasonable
Glassware,
length of time a certain person who was
Feathers,
seen where the money was left at the above
Groceries, and
hour will he called to account.

the nec-

We

Qr Re-Sawing Done.

All the leading Patent Medicines in the market.
Or anything in our line, manufactured on abort
A full Stock of the very best Perfumery sold In
notlae.
bottle or by measure.

The oldest Furniture House in

REWARD!

whe

\

Planing, Matching,

Paint Brushes.

ing Goods.

essary changes in our time card this week,

22,

$30

J.

aatfafy all

AND THK DRYING OF LUMBER
' me tn
{HALL MAKE A

Hair and

and suspicions entertained.

and

C. Cottrell, was arrestedon mill horses, although farm horses ore
Tuesday, for arson. He is charged with coughing to a great extent. Should wet

The

age about $100. Several rumors are afloat

^

icines,

o

break in the fence around the Square.

Mr.

Reports from

Most Approved Patterns;

want'

two holes

want of proper attention. It came very State tax ........................ $ 495.11 fire broke out on the west side of the builCounty tax ......................
1869.22
ding, under the outside staircase.Damnear striking the True Reformed church.
it

In re-building our new shop we have purchased entire new Machineiy,
Oj' the

by the October elections, but by the storm $800 less than last year, owing perhaps to had been made in the wall, stuffed with nth Strict,
the change in the maintenanceof the poor.
shavings and saturated with kerosene. The
of Tuesday evening, and as it appears for

As

FHCBITIX

the adjoining building,

in

1, 1874.

And we are confident we can

owned by Wilson A Lawrence,

said to be

each additional ticket,$1.

mm,

m

Paints and Oils
“Atoms” Wednesday evenArc Void // cheap at this Drug Btore
aeaa at any
ing, at the Congregationalchurch, Grand
other. Medlclneawarrantedto be atri < ^Tpure.
Haven. It is strange with such a noted
speaker and such a subject,with an ad- Trusses,
mission price of but 10 cents, the room
Chamois Skins,

Vaarwcrk’s store, can he further acommo- from the Chicago and Grand Haven line wish or appreciatean entertainment bedated with the saucers, by calling on the and the Muskegon will leave the latter yond the average “nigger” show or cirproprietor, as he has no use for those extra place for Chicago, Mondays, Wednesdays cus.— Z/traW.
saucers.

FLIBMAN.

EIGHTH STREET.

deliveredhis

We

Holland, Mich., December

1875.

fine lecture on

ting amusements.

Watchea, clocks and Jewelry Repaired tn the
beat manner.

DOESBURG, Planing MiU.

mu

it, it

since.

Hon. E. G.

be told at the loweat pool
neatm'aa ble Price. IvaryArtioit Wamitadtohajaitai la»-

Speciality.
J.

Holland, September 1,

containingabout two hun- NO. 70,

dred and fifty dollars, and
it

with

and dlapatch.

Clerk’s office to get his order on the Treas-

remark that this completedhis Holland

Jewelry, Pocket-Knives
Theae good! will

General Blackamithlng done

The latest politicaldevelopment in this
should not have been crowded to its utmost
county
is the appointment of Hon. Henry
This is a very commendableact, especially
S. Clubb, as stenographer of the Circuit capacity. It seems strange that our citiso when properly lighted on a dark night,
Court. Thanks to the generosity of Gov. zens are so apathetic in regard to lectures
such as we have been enjoyinglately.
and other means of instruction and elevaBagley.
“boys” kavefput up a new street lantern.

Warranted.

ing his regular subscribers. As the artist

urer for the amount,

Watches, Silverware,

Clocks, Spectacles, &

on hand after supply-

on Tuesday morning walked into the City

hear about

Colony, Iowa, we notice that Mr. Mar-

ty

View

his Bird's-Eye

Louis Cable.

Wm. Vkrbeek, P. M.

for

aell

All

purchase of Mr. Morse of thirty copies of

job. And

List of letters remaining in the Post

iug Suits from $7.00 to $10.00. Call and

At the

to his

of Boys’ Cloth*

fine stock

rear of his store

See Council balance he had

Mr. M. P. Visskrs, of this city, has proceedings.
commenced criminal proceedings against
That new fire engine does not seem to
James Aibee, of Grand Haven, for obtainto come around. The Chief Eugineer ining goods under false pretences.

wagon la the heat wagon In nae In this State,
id the only alope-apokedwagon manufactured. It la a better wagon than the Jackton Wagon, and l will aell them Jnat aa
cheap, and give a written wanantjr
for one year. Wagons of my
own manufhetare I will
>

workshop in the
indicated a good rnn of

The Common Council has ordered the

The Common

see his friends some time in

Remember that Messrs. Rocst A

SOUTH BEND, IND.

thrift in his

salmon eggs from the custom work.

from Camp Supply, I. T., that he expects
to be

his latent Invoice of stoves

Detroit StovesW orks is well represented

hold their next social,on Tuesday evening

etc.

Also sole Agent for the

Ward Hardware

At the First

numbered over
The trees are again leafless and only next Tuesday evening.
eighty. Cook stoves, parlor and office
five months out of the twelve this year,
stoves, for wood and coal, are kept in
The alarm of lire on Tuesday evening,
have they firored us with their foliage.
large assortments,with and without reswas caused by the burning of a chimervoirs. The manufacture of the famous
The ladies of the Episcopal Church will ney at the house of Mr. J. Roost.
Mrs.

SLEIGHS, TRUCKS,

our duty to call the attention of our read-

residence.

of

Light & Heavy Wagons.

can be properly ac- of business. The proprietortook delight
the other day, to call us In and made U

as

premises in front of Mr. J. Duursema’s

next, at the residence

Top or Open Buggies,

made

$148,000 during the last year.

commenced exca-

contractors have

new

was decriased nearly

State debt

manufacturerof

Indiana railroad has gained control

Michigan Lake Shore railroad, and

Coldwater,and connection will be

been appointed

City Physicianof Grand Rapids.

vating for the

reported

j.riiEMAir,

complete the line from Monteith to

will

being repaired.

is

&

of the

is

it

Since the dlRBolation ofonr co-pirtnerrhlp,I nm
carrying on this busineff* alone.itthe OLD 81 JfiE,
where I can be found at all tlmea, and where Lwill
keep coDMtantly ondiaud, the cholceat of Salt aim
Fre*ti Meats, and offer them at the IowokI price*.
I expect to aee all onr old friend*,to come and call
on mo, when I will offer them auch bargaldH a* will
Induce them to pnrcbaae thotr daily /((Ilona,witt
<

B. P. HIGGINS,
PHOTOGRAPHER, me.
Eighth St. Holland, Mich.
All w°rk bnrnlihcdand flnlehed in the latest style.
Oldand Faded Picture* Copied, Enlarged and
worked up In India Ink, Oil or Water Colo

.........

..

I will sell

cheaper than any

one in this City.
JACOB KUlfE.
Holland, Feb. 14, 1874.

.......

______

THK PARADOX OF TIME.

haling the perfume of a wide luxurious
“ I am quite sure
life, of a whole world of sensations and ther.”

f

Time gow, you *»y :--Ah no!
Am*, Ume atoyt—we go ;
Or elae, arew thl* not *o,
"hat need toihaln the hour*.
For youth were alwaya our*?
Time goca, you aay ?_Ah no!

I

sights

unknown till now, and

you could be

THE BRAIN.

nei-

scarcely

“ I want to tell you a little story which
comprehended.
concerns Phil and Amy.”
j “There!” said Miss Ashurst, giving “ Phil and Amy 1”
the last touch to her vase of clematis and
“Yes. They are second cousins, as
roses, “now I shall do beautifully. What you know. Pliil’s father was my mos
a pleasant room this is ! The very ex- intimate friend, and tho children were
posure I like best, and such a sweet view1
naturally brought up together. Las
It is just the room to work iu. I am glad spring Phil, who trusts me as if I were
your mother let me come, Amy. I may his mother, begged my leave to ask Amy
will you Amy, may I not? We are rela- to be his wife.” She paused a moment
tives, you know— fur away, but still rela- Miss Ashurst said nothing, only leane<

Vugurioa and Peculiaritiesof that Delicate

|

Oura in the oyca’ deceit
Of men who*o flying feet
i,.1'***1 aome landacape'Ioa';
" e paaa, and think wo aeo
The earth1* fixed aurface flee ;
AUa, time aUy*— we go!

,

!

Once, in tho day* of old,
Your lock* were curling gold,
And m*nc had ehaued the crow';
Now in the *elf-*am* etago,
We’ve reached the ailver age ;
Time goea, you aay ?—Ah no !

tives.” '

»
forward a little and .listened. “I tolc
yos, please do,” cried Amy. him that Amy was so young that he hm
Every one calls me so.”
better wait a few montiis before he saic
1

“Oh

“

Once when my voice wa* etiong,
1 filledthe wood* with Hong.
J Tdprai*^ your •• roao’! uud
'4"i;
Uy bird, tftat*<ttg, ^jliiadVM
Where y r» jouiyttHic*fle.il f
Ala*, time st*)*— we go!

A MISSION.

Organ.

.

tm’ I,ve * ndMlon below—
wl1dJ1eM'•nd grows a* I grow.
'T 2 £ v 1 *lonellcldt‘r.*nd brandy, and gU, •
Tla to keep well away from tboae potion* of ain.
1

S ^

Unsoundness of brain, says Harper's
Bazar, is often known only to its posn0ble’ man,y- *n<* truesessor. There is a stage of conscious- Ih.( h U,n° U)b4cco’not “moke and Dot ibe’w
heilt.hjLweedthat true women dewit
ness in vjjiich a person may be inces- And all people
know la a filthy old pest.
santly at war with himself, and with the
promptingsof a double, urging him to
do and say tilings abhorred by his better
,o *11
to
self. “I am not conscious of the decay,” wrote a patient to his adviser, “ or flhnn drink and tobacco and keep jour good name.
suspension of any of the powers of the
mind. I am as well able as ever I was
to attend to my business.My family IU I’falae it and drink U wherever1 go0** 08
suppose mo in health, yet the horrors of
a mad house are staring me in tho face.
Pttfl and Point.
I am o martyr to a species of persecution
from within, which is becoming intolerIf rocks ever bled, they would bleed
'•
able. I am urged to say the most shocking blasphemies,jiad obscene words are
teris BhABI>IN0ostablislimcnt-A carpeuever on my tongue. Thank God, I have
been able to resist ; but I often think
A day childrenhave a perfect right to
I must yield at last, and then I shall be
kick up a row ou— A holler-day.
disgraced and ruined.” The famous
Bishop B a tier is taitf to
^Ij advertised that
gaged in such a conflictfor the
pienty of 8Cftrce1)00118 for
port of his hie.
lito. Akin to this phase of
of *-,1 ?B0IT .bll^e^hia earthly mission
unsoundness is the desire so commonly till he has given some one a cayenne
felt to throw one's self from a height, or lozenge in church.

TSto&hWf
..f

’

^

v‘r,u''

x/r

“ How lovelv she is ! was her soliloquy anything. I wish I hadn’t."
us she went (town stairs. “ I wonder
what Phil will think of her ? He will be
“I don’t know why. It might have
surprised, I’m sure, but ho must admire been better. Since that time Phil has
H*a, in »hat raveled gray*,
her ; he can’t help it.”
seen a woman a little older, far more
What oackwardfate delay*
She watched the expression of his eyes beautiful, than my little girl, richer in
The hope* wo u*ed to know ;
at teatime, but it told her nothing. Phil
nf rc in1 our old dwireft**
ail that life has to give, but not richer as
Ah, where those vanished Urea'*
scarcely Hjicke. He looked at Miss far as he is concerted, for she has no
Time goes, you aay J— Ah no l
.Ishurst a great deal, but Amy could only love to give him, and Amy has. If she
H«»w far. how far, O
1 *
guess what the looks meant.
had, if she could, I should not sjamk. If
The past liehindout feet
“ Well ?” she said, interrogatively, as I did not know that she is as true and
Lie* in the oven-glow
Now, on the forward way,
they met ou the door-steps after tea.
as good as she is lieautiful,I should not
Let u* fold hand* and nrav
“ Well,” responded Phil.
speak. As it is, I do.”
Ala*, time »tay»— we go :
“What do you think? Isn’t she
There w»s another pause.
pretty?”
“ My dear Mrs. Mauran— tliank you,”
RANK imposes obligation.
“Pretty!” with an indignant inflec- said Miss Ashurst, at last. “ You were
to give utteranceat inappropriatetimes,
tion.
When Blobbs* wife brought out Ins
'* HaiiR Mws Aalmrefc!”
right to speak. I have made mischief,
ns
when Charles Lamb bnrst out laugh- rubber boots and overcoat ho remarked
“
Why,
Phil,
how
can
you
help
tbink“Oh, Phil !”
but without knowing it You are sure ing at a funeral. In such moments of
enthusiastically,
“ Waterproofthis is of
of that, I hope.”
Well, I can’t help it. Why doefl she
temptation the mastery of the reason your affection, love.”
“ Pretty is not tho word at all. She is
“I am sure of it.”
come to spoil everything? Don’t I know
over the inclinationdistinguishes the
WEloarawith horror from the A#a
how it will be ?— always Miss Ashurst to superb— beautiful.”
“ Phil is a ^charming person. I like
sane
from tho insane, and it is onlythe
“ I thought you would think so,” said
Cali
forma that Gen. Bheridon and iiarty
bo considered,taken about, included in
him extremely, and of course I saw that
sustained eccentricity of thought and
everything.No more drives and boat- Amy, cheerfully,but with a little stric- he— liked me. But I never thought of mode of life which points to a condition returned from the country last week
ture at her heart.
and were “quietly quartered”at the
rows, just you and me, Amy; no more
it as a serious thing. A great many other
of the brain betokening insanity. Very Pacific Hotel.
“ Yee. She’s not my style, of course;
evenings ou the doorstep. I declare
people have felt tho same, and have noteworthy are some of the early sympbut she is a woman in a thousand. No gotten over it”
I’ve a great mind to go over to Uncle
Pmjrid a papers report in
an almost total
toms of disorder. Of one of these, the
wonder she has been such a belle all her
Phil’s a! Goshen for a month.”
“Phil will get over it also. He has undue exaltationof the senses, an in- failure of tho sponge crop, while Northlife.”
ern free-hmeh saloon
clerks say that there
“ Now, Phil, pleaxc (coaxingly). “ It
loved you but three we^ks, and Amy
--------“I’m so glad vou admire her. Now three years. It is a glamour, which will stance is given, where the patient felt are more sponges around this fall than
won t be so bad as you think. ‘Besides,
such an extraordinaryacuteness of hearthey ever saw before.
you may like her verv much. Mother you won’t mind her being here, and wear off.”
iug that he heard the least sound
JW11’
ba
polite
to
her,
won’t
you,
says her mother was the greatest beauty
Miss Ashurst smiled still, but less at the bottom of his house, and was 1 ^NmoANT.— When the envious Miss
in Connecticut”
brightly. It is not pleasant to lie agreed
8608 ber ri™1 dressed in
“Oh, ves; I’ll do whatever you wish,” with so cordially in matters of this kind. able to tell tho hour by his
“ .SAc isn’t a beauty, though; I’ll bet
at
a
distance
at
which
could
80metlll0K
of
more than ordinary eleon that A talking, writing, society replied Phil, with a carelessnesswhich “ Yes,” she said ; “ it is, as you say, a
not ordinarily see the hands. Some- ^an9°»
multer8 the significant
was
half affected.
woman— I hate the kind. Amy, will you
glamour. It will disappear as I disapimes incipientdisease is indicatedby a 'vo, “muggled!”
“She’s
not
Philip’s
style,”
whispered
go out for a row ? We'll have one more
pear. And tho sooner that disappearance
Yes, tho sad, withered leaves fall
Amy to her pillow that night, and fell takes place tho better. I shall have a lerversiouof the sense of touch, as
while the boat is all our own.”
he
case
of
a
patient
who,
from
the
fancy
tlowu
88 11,0 8lghing autumn gale sweeps
This confabulationwas held on either asleep with the talismanicsentence ou letter this evening which will oblige me
hat everything he touched was greasy, j through the branches, and if a fellow
her lips.
side of the Widow Mauran’s garden gate
to leave you day after to-morrow. Will
was continually washing his hands. Other!10808 a nl0kel in the door-yard the
“ Ala*, how a*ily thing* go wrong
that do ?”
—a model gate for purposes of converA word too much, or a ki** too long,
well-marked symptoms are the loss of j ph811008 are two to one that he can’t find
sation, just high enough and wide
“My dear Miss Ashurst, my dear kins- memory, deteriorationin handwriting, — Free Press.
And there fil e h a mint and a blinding min,
And life la never the wine again,”
enough to accommodate two pairs of
woman, believe me when I say that I am
“ You appear in a new role, don’t vou
elbows, and allow the owners of the sings George Macdonald. Tilings went truly sorry that anything must make you he use of wrong words in conversation
n°fUle T°n- , Kkptaminui. the! old feUowF was what the impertiS
elbows to look easily into each other’s “wrong” in little Amy’s world during go. You are what I thought, what I
eyes. Phil smiled into Amy’s as he the next fortnight. Was it only the trusted, and I tliank you with till my habit of secretly purloining articles, is 1 young man remarked wTho duga oockncm a recognized form of brain disease, roach out of his fresh bread at the breakswung wide the barrier. Ho offered his orescienceof coming mists which dark- heart”
Of
another more terribleform of mad- : fast table. A roseate flush permeated
arm, she took it, and they sauntered ened the blue, and made the days sad ?
“And I tliank you for trusting me,”
ness, dipsomama, it is curious to read 1 the landlady’s pallid cheek.
down to the shore. They were a pic- Was it only foolish jealousy, or w is it replied Miss Ashurst
that its victims will dnnk shoe-blacking,
A
turesque couple to look at. Tall Pnil, something tangible? She made herself
Aia.
But after she went up-stairs her face
turpentine and hair wash, when they
Here
lie* a form— place no iiupoainR atone
in spite of his momentary ill- temper, uiiBcittuic
miserable ialt
over inese
these questions,
questions. ane
She changed.
UUttUKtJU*Long
ijong sue
she stood at tno
tho ^window
To mark the head, where weary It la lain
get nothing else to satisfy the demon
mrtlrinrv r\n* ni
l -i
possessed a frank, handsome face, lit scolded herself, but scolding did no j looking
out at the dim-tintedsea.
ft* matter dead, ita mUkton being dono-1
that possesses them. Sometimes these
To be distributed to duat again.
with fine eyes and the sweetest of smiles; good ; the wrun ?, hurt feeling would not
“ Ifc ha* been very nice, ” she whispered
two forms of mania are seen co-existent
The body'a but a type and bead of man,
while little Amy’s modest, wild-flower leave her. And yet why was she hurt
herself at last. “ But this is foolish.
WhoaeimproHa i* the apirita deathlea* page*
in the same person under very odd cirVi orn out, the type in thrown to pi again—
beauty was exquisite in its way. Second Was it not natural and right that Philip I muflt go to bed.”
cumstances. Thus it is recorded of one
The impreaBionlives throughau eternal age.
cousins, intimate friends, all but declared should
-----be --attentive to their
bucu gucoi,
guest, who
wuu
M*88 Ashurst’s letter of recall came,
had on
nn him
norm
hnr the
tlm claim of kin- and
___ mini that when drunk he always stole
lovers, it was a pleasant matter of course liad
him, as
on her,
Thacher (to Bible class). ‘ First bey
and nn
on Dm
tho day fixed she left. Amy,
Bibles; of another, spades; whiles
that they should be always together;and dred blood— this guest who was so dazed, as it were, by this sudden derepeat the parable of the leaven. ” (Firs
third ^individual invariably purloined a
in spite of Amy’s disclaimers, she w'tis at charming ? For Amy never denied the parture, reproachedherself heartily for
boy does so, glibly enough.) “Ver
tub.
tho bottom of her heart as sorry as Phil charm; she felt it herself too strongly. feeling glad. This reproach deepened
good. Now, what is leaven ?” (No an
Delicate ns the organization of the answer.) “Next boy?” Next boy
at this interruption to their tete-a-tete— Was it not the very thing she had asked mto remorse when, the farewells spoken
brain must be, it is surprisingto read of
as sorry or sorrier; for blended with him
a** to
vyj viV/
do?
1 Yea;
ALJIj but yet — “UllL
but yet
tUC
L
AUlUIlli
and the beautiful radiant presence
“ 'Leven, sir? Two strokes cm you
her regret was the instinctive apprehen- All these reflectionsended by deepening vanished, she found her walls and the hard knocks it can bear, not only slate, sir.
sion of a girlishheart, which, pledged in the vague unhappiuass. Night after 181,10 ornamented with good-by gifts. without injury, but even to its advanA Chicago letter to the Louisvillt
A —
1\.
1
• ^
_
tact though not in name, grieves with night she sat alone on the door-step and There were the photographs she had tage. One man who lost half his brain
Courier Journal says of a new theate;
the unspoken dread that some other watched the boat glide off into the most admired, the books, even the Ma- through suppuration of the skull, prein Chicago : ‘ This theater is patronizei
woman may yet pass by to snatch from moonlight; Phil at the oars, Miss As- donna, ivory-paintedand velvet-swung, served his intellectual faculties to the
only by gentlemen and ladies, not to
her very lips the coveted ufi tasted cup hurst with the tiller ropes in her white all left for her by her sweet-heartedrival. day of his death ; and the brains of solloafers.” Wo didn’t suppose there wen
in whose depth lies, or seems to lie, all hands. “Como with us,” they always A mist of penitenttears dimmed her diers have been known to carry bullets
enough transient people in Chicago tc
the best sweetnessof coming life. It said;1 but
when
she murmured
—
u«(uu44uou an
on exca- 0}08 ; but in spite of penitence and of without apparent inconvenience,and to support a the&Usr.—Milwaukee Sentinel
was a comfort to have Philip so cross emse, they passed on cheerfully without tear8» 8l,e was glad. For Phil, tho rattle undergo operation for the extractionof
about it, however; and in the effort to her. Yes, it had come to that: Philip °I the wheels which bore his charmer the foreign bodies without loss of power.
It is a Kansas reporter who says thai
soothe him, she, woman-like, forgot her went without her, and liked it just ns ! ftway was like the sound which breaks A physician who was afflicted with an “ Howard Glyndon’* (Miss Redden) “ hat
abnormal cerebral growth which pressed two bright, soulful blue eyes that art
own annoyance. So the evening ended well
The world— her world— had I sharply into some fantastic dream,
happily.
changed. Would it ever be “ the same
Metaphorically speaking, he rubbed upon the cavities of the brain, so as to soft as a gazelle’s with winch she sees.
paralyzeone side of his body and render The idea of a lady with such eyes a*
Next day brought the expected guest again
I his eyes. For a day or two he hung
him speechless, retained possession of those putting them to such a base nse a*
Amy s first glance sent her heart to
Philip was in a temporary dazzle of about’ va^nt and listless; then he
quaking again. Never had she seen a admiration ; he neither reasoned nor re- j.0U8c, ’ 88 desirous to pick up dropped his reasoning and calculating powers seeing, is one at which tho fastidiouf
woman in the least like this. Rose fleeted. But for Miss Ashurst, no threads again. Somehow Amy was more initil he died. One of tliree brothers, all miud may justly be shocked.
Ashurst was one of those bora enchant- slightest glimpse of the truth had lll®cultof approach tlian of yore. A little idiots, after receivinga severe injury on
Ramsey, in his “Scotch Remioisthe head, gained his senses, and lived to
resses who reign not only by intention,
crossed her mind. She thought Amy a ' , reBted between them. She was not
ceuces,” relates this anecdote : “ How ii
be a clever barrister. A stable boy of
but by right. Her beauty would have
sweet, pretty child, but shy, and busy 1 , y8 .to 1)0
wlien "anted.
it, sir,” said a Scotchman,who had all
dull
capacity, ami aubject to flta, bad hia l!' Blr’” 8aili f?cot('h!T' wh° had
been remarkable had not her charm with household matters, as the only value what we work for, what wo
we hold
wits sharpened by the kick of a horse,
l>een more remarkable. Her wit and
daughter
^ ---of
-a widow
.. .. A**
in jyv/v/A
poor VHUULU*
ciroum- with some trembling sense of insecurity.
of a paper iu the pulpit, “ how is it tb
which necessitated tho abstraction of a
talent were balanced by a sweet humor
stances must naturally be. For Phil, he As weeks went on, Phil grew to prize
you
rend instead of preach your se
winch pervaded every word and act, and was charming ; she liked him best when Amy more than ever. The knowledge portion of his brain ; and no less a permons ?” “ I read them because I cann
flavored all with fascination. Tact, alone — the truth being that a slight un- that he had half lost her intensified his sonage than Pope Clement VI. owed the
remember them.” “ And, sir, if ye th
culture, the perfect self-possession easy consciousness made him awkward love. It required months to win his improvement of bis memory to a slight
mak’ them cauna mind them, how 1
which verges upon self-forgetfulnoss, when in company with tho old love, with way back to the old p’.ace. Bat at concussion of tho brain.
you think that we can ?”
lent their aid to complete her attraction.
whom he was somehow a little “off,” last—
And all was real. There was no pretense and the new, with whom ho was not
The other day as the big steam*
Disappearance of Oak Timber.
“ And you ore quite, quite sure that
about Miss Ashurst. The kind looks fairly “on.” So Miss Ashurst was not you care most for me?” whispered
Northwest was about to swing out froi
From statistics recently published it
which beamed from her beautifuleyes sorry when Amy refused to join in the Amy, saucily, the night after their enher dock a bit of a boy approached tl
sprung from a kind heart. She threw
mate and asked: “ Goin’ up the rive
moonlight rows, and knowing nothing gagement.
herself into the interest of every human
mister?” “Yes.” “ Well, hist her 01
of what had gone before, it did not . “Must? Altogether,you mean. There
creature who approached her with a strike her as unusual or make her ques- is no other.”
from shore as fur as you can,” continne
of Norway, one-^xth tliat of Switzerwarmth born of true sympathy. No
the lad, “for Bill’s fishing from tli
“ Not even Miss Ashurst?”
tion. He and Amy were as brother and
land, and 780,000 square miles in Russia
wonder she was popular. Popularity sister, she reflected. So her eyes lieing
“ Not even Miss Ashurst ; though ”— are said to be yet in forest. The con- wharf up here by the depot, and he’
hardly spoiled her. She received her sealed by ignorance,and Phil’s blinded and Phil lifted his cap as before a queen
have a sturgeon afore noon if some stean
sumption of oak in France has doubled
daily ovations as a matter of course, half
boat don’t go’n raise a ’sturbance'ronn
as by a sudden spell, Amy’s pale cheeks —“she is a stunner, a real lady, every
tbe lfl8t year8 i 8be squires there Detroit Free Press.
indifferently,half gratefully, but always
inch
of
her,
arid
os
good
as
she
is
beau
and woful looks passed unheeded, ex10.
000 cubic feet nearly foj wiim
" ith a modest grace which enhanced her
cept by one pair of eyes which were not tiful. Bless her 1”
casks alone, 75,000 for building purHow to Select Flour.
effect. A dangerous woman this to bring
And bless her, say we.
sealed, namely, her mother’s.
poses, 600,000 cubic feet for her fleet, and
First look at the color. If it is wliiti
mto propinquity with susceptible Mrs. Mauran was a quiet person ; but
150,000 cubic foot for railway carriages with a slight yellow or 8traw-colore<
youths. Poor Amy !
Our Great Poets.
her quiet concealed strength and a power
£800,000 worth of staves were imported tint, buy it. If it is veiy white, with
Lut Amy, too, felt the charm. The readmg character. Instinctively she
Mr. Ralph Waldo Emerson has been in 1852 ; £5,000,000 worth are now
bluish cast, or with white specks in il
dazzling brown eyes which had bewitched
“ took stock ” of tdl persons with whom talking with a correspondentof the needed. Since losing Alsace and Lorrefuse it. Second, examine ita adhe
so many hearts worked their spell upon
she came into contact, and her instinct Concord Monitor about the habits of his raine, France contains 150,000,000 acres
siveness. Wet and knead a little of
her s at ouce, and she lent delighted aid
rarely /ailed. A bitter experience had poetical friends. “Holmes,” said he
m settling the new comer and her be- taught her how “ easy things go wrong” “ is so full that he can write at any time! 20.000.000of this surface is covered with between your fingers. If it works sof
forest. Holland and Belgium are nearly and sticky, it is poor. Third, throw
longings. This month in Pomigewasset
in tliis world of ours, and though she Lowell broods over his subject for a denuded of timber, and are largo importlittle lump of dry flour against a smooth
was a sudden whim of Miss Ashurst’s.
“ hated to meddle,” and was sorry to time, and then composes with great ers. North Germany is rich in forest,
perpendicular surface; if it falls lik*
She wanted quiet and a place to write in,
lose her boarder, she resolved to appeal swiftness. He does not like to write to but within half a century has commenced
powder, it is bad. Fourth, squeez*
mid the old homestead in which her
to the sweetness and nobility which she order, though desirousof employing the to cut down young trees. Austria has
some of the flour in yonr hand; if it re
great-grandmother was
to
v»u* born
oorn seeming to
felt were the underlying stratum of Miss stimulus of great occasions. We asked sold her forests since railroads have
tains tho shape given by the pressure
Ashurst’s nature. It was in this wise him to read 0 poem at Concord on tho been introduced. In Italy no forests
that too is a good sign. Flour that wil
,*
one- hundredth anniversaryof the fight
remain. Spain and Greece are almost stand these tests, it is safe to buy. Tbest
but he said ho could not. His wife a woodless. The southern coast of the
modes are given by our flour dealers,
day or two before, wrote to me saying Mediterranean is almost forestless.
consent. All manner of pretty^things i m11 a dnvo ProloD^ iul0 Jatc twilight,
and they pertain to a matter that con
came out of the tniiiU . 1 1 ‘?8 |
over- Phil had strolled down I cannot speak for James, yet I think
ceras everybody, namely, tho staff 0]
you may expect a poem from him on tho
Jersey Justice.
life.
ximpln chiimber. Mi*.
‘J®
M!8’
He has been going about for
New Jersey is a hard State for the
It appears by the returns of one of
some time in that peculiar way which is a
promise of something,’ and on the 19th owner of fast horses, as Mr. Carman, of the principal railways in England for
Lowell was on the ground with his poem Morgansville, has found out to his cost. tho last year, that their locomotivesavjiad bits
bit* of bright
bricht color in
* bad headache,
\ virtu,
virtu, and
8aid Mrs. Mauran.
-and a grand one it was. Longfellow Mr. Carman entered a pair of trotters at erage a run of about 15,000 miles a
this of that. These disposed on walls
“ A headache? I am so sorry ! Isn’t prepares his poems to be read on any the Waverly Park races aud won one of year, and that the usual term of service
and table, with daintily frilled and emthe races. One of his horses became of a set of chilled wheels is about seven
t '/ re something out of my medicine case great occasion, as a minister who lives
broidered covers laid over the oldoverheated, and while in that condition vears, or a run of some 105,000 miles,
near
Boston
prepares
his
sermons,
near"Inch would relieve her ?— pulsatiBa,
fashioned pillows, an easel with its canperhaps,or iris.” Miss Ashurst was a ly « year
Ho wrote tho poem received a wetting from a passing being a little more than four times
vases and oil-tubes in one corner (Miss
devoted homeopath.
read at Bowdom CoUege last snmmer shower. The result was a severe cold, round the world. Passengerou-s, it is
Ashurst painted pictures;, a writing-table
“.I Hunk there is something. Not out early m the fall of the preceding year, aud subsequently death. Tliis was in stated, traverse about three times the
exquisitelyarranged drawn into the winand well it was ho did so, for the montto tself a severe loss, as the horse was distance, -each month or year, tliat an
replied Mrs.
dow (Miss Ashurst wrote books), a sweetinterveninghave been fmitlessas far as valued at $25,000; but the authorities engine does. First-class cars are not
faced Madonna painted on ivory, a few
“ Wlwt can you mean ?”
literarylabor is concerned,owing to have added to Mr. Carman’s harden by subjected to suoli continuous wear os is
flowers grouped in a classic vase, made
My dear Mias Ashurst,may I speak
He is, happily, prosecuting him for creelty to animals the case with inferior ones ; more rest
the homely keeping-room chamber over
m overdriving the horse. When the is given to tho wheels. Such cars are
frapkly to you about something that is
intoa bower of romance, simple Amy on my mind? And will you ^t think
suit is concluded Mr. Carman will prob- heavier,and consequently bear harder
A MANUFACTORY of silk thread is to be ably take the surviving horse into some on the axles, and hence are more liable
thought. She stood as in u dream, iu- me unkind or impertinent?”
establishedat Springfield, Mass.
other State.
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THE VISIBLE PLANETS.

WiLnoFT’s Fever and Ague Tonic.—
GIVES PERFECT SATISFACTION!
Their Poeltioni, Appearances and Novo* This medicine is used by constructioncompanies for the benefit of their employes, when enFor Sabbath Schools.
meuis at the Present Time.
gaged in malarial districts. The highest testiMERCURY
monials have been given by contractorsand by
is now rapidly approaching the snn, the Presidentsof some of the leadingrailroads
and will soon become invisible.The in the South and West. When men are conFor High and Grammar Schools.
planet can be distinguishedfrom a fixed gregated in large numbers in the neighborhood
of swamps and rivers, Wilhoft's Tonic will
•star only by its bright red color and the
prove a valuable addition to the stock of medifluctuatinglight which seems to be pe- cines, and will amply reward the company iu
Tha former Is b* H. 8. * W. 0. Perklna. and sella for
culiar to this planet When near the the saving of time, labor and money. We rcc35 iNHitsper oopy In Boards,and |k) per luti, Issued only
ommend
it
to
all
Whkelock,
Finlay
.V
Co.,
Thk
following
leltar.
from
REV.
E
8.
BEST.
Putor
a
few weeks alnce. but the tiubllahersare ahowered with
horizon it generallykeeps up a continuM. K. Church, Natick, Maaa., will be md with Intereat corDinrndatoryletters,and Its tiraiaeaare suundi-d
ous “ twinkling,”not unlike that of the Proprietors,New Orleans.
by many pkyiirimni. Also thoee suffering from the earn*
Fob balk BY ALL Dboooists.
stellar orbs. Several eminent astronodisease aa afflicted the eon of the Rev. E R Beat No
The latter U juat out, and la a Umk which no Teacher
mers never saw this planet, and Coper- The Difgeat lletof the Missouri Mute Fair. personcan doubt this taatlmooy,and there la no doubt ran fall lo admire and Introduce. It will be a decldel
element
in the musical advance of the tlmo. Sells fur
nicus himself is said to have lamented in
Five thousand dollars against a two-thousand abonl the curativepower* of VlOETlNg;
(l.UU, or AH.U) per doxen.
his dying moments that he was never dollar wager was offered by the Proprietor of
the Jilz Well Auger that it would bore a hole Ur. n. R Stkvkm: ""“.•‘-•.J-.U'*
A new collection of most hMutiful Hymn* and Tuna*
able to obtain a%glimpso at Mercury.
of the same size faater and easier than any
for /‘vai*-Mttlinai, I'niurr .*/•*./ey*. Otmn Mrxiuji,gc,.
For many evenings the planet Mercury other well auger on exhinitiou, and we learn
Ac., entitled LIVING WATERS.
•ured that It has been the rneena of savingour son's Ufa.
may be seen after sunset in the western that this is a standing offer for one year. Who Ho la now seventeenyears of age; for the leal two years
haa suffered from necroata of bis leg, oeuted by ecrof.
heavens, low down toward the horizon. will accept it ? Bee their advertisementin an- he
Price For I'ruUn Meetings.
BY
ulous affection, and was so far reduced that nearly all
other column.
VENUS,
*ho him thought hie recovery Iropoesible. A council
of able pbyalclaaacould give us hot the fainleat trope of
D. F.
SO Living
which has been visible in our morning
ever rallying, two of the number declaringthat he
The Saleh of Webster’s Diotiona- hit
waa
beyoud
the
reach
of
human
remediea.
lliAt
even
sky for several months past, will soon iueh throughoutthe country in 1873 were 20
amputation could not save him, aa ba had not vigor
For Trajer Meetlnga. HODGES.
cts.
make her appearance as an “evening times as large as the sale of any other Diction- enough Ur endure the operation.Juat then we cow
menced giving him VgogriNg.andfrom thet time to the
star.” On Thursday, Sept 23, Venus aries. One family of children having Wrh- present be has been continuouslyImproving. He has
Now give new life to the singing In your cniigtogsMim
STEB'h
Unabbidokd.
and
using
it
freely,
and
lately resumedbta studies, thrown sway crutches end
was situated in her superior conjunction
by introdiu mg a lew hundred copies of title delight lul
““I walk* about cheerfuland strong.
work.
another not having it, the first will become
there is still some dischargefrom the opening
with the sun. This planet is now gradSpecimencr.ple* of l.lring Unitr,, Shninq HI tor or
much the most intelligent men and women. Auk where bU limb was lanced, we have the fullestronAdenoe With
Srhool Chou sent povtpsldfor Retail Price.
ually receding from that luminary to- your teacher or minister if it is not so, then buy that in a little time be will be perfectly cured.
CHAS. H. DITSON A CO.,
ward the east, and will soon present a the book and urge your childrento use it freely. •i® taken about three doten bottles of VRGR. OLIVER DITSON A CO.,
Boaton
711 Broadway. N. Y.
^ .WuSsrAto*' •• “• d“um "“i “• *•
magnificent appearance in our evening

THE BEST

THE SHINING RIVER.

EVIDENCE.

THE HIGH SCHOOL CHOIR

.

i

1

WOW

i

|

H.MA.3DY.

Waters,

Reapeclfully
yours,
1,500 per oeuti profit war realized npon
5i£.TCf. best.
a “put” on 500 shares Mo. Pacific R. R. stock
during the first week in October;then why go to
Is now the most conspicuous planet in
the silver mines of Colorado or the gold mines
the heavens. About 9 o’clock in the of California, when yon have a mine of green- it never faili to cure, are greater than any other tingle
medicine has hithertobeen even recommendedforby
evening he may be seen npon the south- backs at home. Explanatory circular, "How any other than the proprietors of some quack nostrum.
Three
diaeuna are Scrofula and all Eruptive diseasea
ern heavens in the beautiful constella- it is done,” sent free bv Buckwalter & Co., and Tumors, Hheumati*m. Gout, Neuralgiaand Spinal
bankers and brokers, 10 tfall Bt.. N. Y\
tion Sagittarius. His motion is toward
SXM si
n»wl I... ... «
. •!
the cast or direct, and he may be easily
A Missionary, just returned,Raya bo
recognized by the reddish light with regards Johnson'* Anodyne Liniment as be- attliot American woman, and which carry annuallythouwhich he shines. Mars is now plainly yond all price, and erticaciousbeyond any othi r
medicine.It is adapted to a jjroat variety of Oorutipation,Nervouaneas,Inability to sleep, and impure
visible throughout the entire night.
specialcases, and is the best pain curer in the
This la a fonnidaMe Uet of human ailments for any
JUPITER.
Mngle medicine to aucceesfully attack, and it is not probworld.
able that any one article beforethe public haa the power
The “giant planet” Jupiter is at
to cure the quarter of them excepting the VRQKnNK.
Thousands Speak.— Vegetine is rec- •• H*e *x 4t the root of tbe *'*• 0,, dieeaeeby first
present very unfavorably situatedfor
ommended
by
physicians
and
apothecaries
to
lie
observation. Friday, November 5th,
Jupiter will be situated in conjunction the best purifier and cleanser of the blood yet acUon.clei
discovered,and thousandssneak in its praise
i, cleansing the atomach and etrengthenlng
digeaIron. Tl
with the sun, after which he will become who have been restored to health.
Thii much accomplished,the ipeedy and tire per11 .vn/°
care v!
of u".1
not ““JJ
only w*®
the ureeaaee
diseases we
wa nave
have enumer.
enumervisible upon our eastern sky ns a “mornatod. but likewise the whole train of chronicand oonati.
ing star.”
Fevers seldom make au attack with- tutional disorder*, la certainto follow.Thli It preclaely
V euKTINg does, and it does It ao quickly and to
out warning, and may often be thrown off by ••ally that It la an accomplished fact almoat before the
SATURN.
soaking the feet iu warm water, wrapping up patient is aware of it himself.
What has been said of Mars will apwarm in bed, and taking two or three of /'arply to the planet Saturn, ns they are sit- sons’ Purgative Pill*.
uated only a short distance from each

twilight.

•

I

other, Saturn being iu Cupricornus, the

CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED.

m « IN Paper U prtntedwith Ink madaby O. B Rene
JL A Co., 121 Dearborn Street, Chicago,and for sals
by ua la Urce or am all nuantiUea.
CHICAGO NEWSPAPER UNION.

next constellation east from Sagittarius.

Bchikci’iPulmonic Sthup,
Saturn shines with a pale white light,
Bchinoi'sSka Wkkd Tonic,
Bchknm'i Mandrakk Pilu,
and will not be mistaken for a fixed star.
'The rings of Saturn may be perceived Are the onlj medicine* that will cure Pulmonary Conumptlon.

through an ordinary astronomical tele-

scope.

URANUS

now

•

A—

—

*

light.

NEPTUNE.
the planetary
system cannot be seen with the naked
eye. Even bv using good telescopes no
satisfactory observationscan be made on
this planet at present. It appears as a
star of the eighth magnitude, and one
can recognize tliis orb only by detecting
its motion, which is very slow.
'This far off sentinel of
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honestly.All

this official
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HOOD

$8

$20
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Sargent, Greenleaf & Brooks,
ChU/iago,

everywhere.

merchant

Work.

Supe-

rior Mill Mtonea or all

Dutch Anker Bolting noth, BUI
Picks, Com Mud re and

_
filVFN
IIIVLI1

Practice.

Tlic Plilloaopby oflfi-adachr. Theatoraaoh,
the bowelsand tire liver are responsiblefur every pang
that rackallre head. Regulate,tone and barmonlxs the
action of those ullied organs with

TarrautN N’IIzit Aporieut,
and you cure the roniidaint at iu aourre.

HOLD BY ALL DKUGOIHTH.

Americanpar-

Ro*ton.

1,200,000

Mnm.

DAY
n day using our

The Fainlly .loui

nalt

Tht Atlantic and Paclflo ftailmari offer for sale,

Agents Wanted Everywhere

aWlS:

Prl(^),(>le,>dedfartnln^Uunl*

qalremeatsotgood and healUiycl'lma'te.plsnty'of
tlmbersnd pure water, long and cool aiimaiers,and
abort and mild wlntora.
^Free transportation from Si, Louis for land-buyUrcnlarscontalnliiR map and guides, free to any

“n,“ *olJ
A. L.

•u;i

DEANE. Land CommlMloncr,
25

BEST

Mo

Houlh Fourth hticet,St. Loula.

THE

IN

WORLD

Any Slade

ISO NEW BOOKS'

AddraaaTHR UNION PUB. 00..'..Newark.
Newark N. J.
AHK MOST COMPI.ETEI.T ItKPRgfigNTKP IN OCR
corruption is based on popular corrupGIliWI) COMIIIIVATION l*HONPE( T( 8
tion-loose ideas of honesty as they are
Au, want IT-Thouaands of live* and by sample pag.». binding*,illuvtrallons,etc. All ar,
Millions of property aaved by it— For.
jorArnf,P'/P lor \»ou» on ««»
.ul,j.r>.V> hy ri*k all on
held by the popular mind ; and we can
tune* madn with It. Address Ijnino- oar dontitful iwok, when you can inikn*ucces*>.ir«
hr
TON
Bnoa..
New
York
or
Chicago.
hope for no reform until we are better
otToring cuManvire cholcsof Iftllf Our Agimts hare
tire farirfa Irark, and are delighted with their quick
based as a people iu the everlasting fllHE WHAT 18 IT.— Somethingnew. Sella at •area, /bit mw to send for partlculnrsul oara (< K *
sight. Big inducements to AgenU. Samples, ‘4ft
HorcHiRSON & Co.. Umk ago. Ills.
principles of equitv and right-doing.
cents and stamp. AgenU wanted. Send for (JaUlogue.
If we would have the stream clear we U. 8. SPECIALTY CO., 7 and 9 Fulton-at., Boaton.
Clrrulnr
must cleanse the fountain.—/>r. J. G.
I) invested
llegra, lia«
Holland, in Scribner for November.
paid and will pay Large
IllK Terrasand
Profits. Railroad Stocks,
s,m. Louia, Mo.
The Boy8, Room.
Bonds and Gold bought on
Margiita. Intereat .Six
PER WEEK GUARANTEED to Agenta.
In Scribner for November, in the
Per ('ent. allowed on uepoMale and Female.In Urelr own locality
aits subjectto sight drsits.
“Home and Society” department, we
Terras and OUTFIT FREE. Address
P. O. VICKERY A CO.. August*, Maine.
BUCKWALTER
CO„ Bankers anil
find the following:
Brokers. No. »0 Wall Street, New York.
“We wish especiallyto urge upon RATARDUlFrcc trial bottled Dr. Lanra'
I nflRniCatArrh Cure given awaj- with testimony
mothers the propriety of giv.ng up to Un
• 'mlfli Reynolds. .VonrtVK.
O II D C Ik Ito wonderful cures performed. Send to
'Ct.l*nv;—
We have sold and nadi
the boys, as soon as toey reach the age U U II K U I Henry Rked A Co.. 043 B’way. N. Y.
yrnrSee Foam for ie* era! years and
unheaitatlndyrecouuusnd it aa lire
of 12 or 14, one room (not a bedcliamIreat Baking Powder In theinarket."
Self-instructive.
l>or), for whose (reasonably)good order CLflRK'8 BOOK KEEPING Short
____________
method.
Smith. Gn ge »L Co., nror,r,.
PHre
fj -VO poW-pald. Send for circular.Wr. 8.
f'l-rihnol,
Vr.,,'ui:“We use it In
they shall be responsible, and which they ( LARK Ai tO., 146 Plum street, (jincinnati. Ohio.
ourown fiimiliessn'lbelieve it tobe
decidedlythe lieai Baking Poe dnr."
shall consider wholly their own. The
Its economy is wo ndertui
m ikss
A MONTH— AgenU wanted everywhere.
floor should be uncarpeted, of oiled
40 lbs mors bread ton tiarroi >i floor,
Bnslneaa honorable and firstclaM. ParMllllrnaoi cans sold and not aamgle
tlculars sent free. Addnrea WORTH A
wood; the furniture of the same material.
.vmplaint. S«nd for circular to tiro.
CO.. St Loula,Mo.
F. G
XT7. A CO
UB Duans St., N. Y
Let it be papered, curtained, decorated
according to the boys’ own fancy; if the ATkTVTBF tn(' Morphine habit abaolatelyand
Thia new This* Is worn
taste is bad, they will lie interested after OPIDffl
with perfect comfort night
and
day. Adapt* luelfto
a while in correcting it. There should
every mutton bl tire body,
A White
\
>rA
Man twelve
l»e plain book-cases, a big solid table in vpl DF.Mi The White Chief, «r
teuming rupture undar the
IlM Byeara un
..... • Konui
aam-c out Feet *w»nhardeaLexerciMoroeTereat
the' center, by all moans an open fire, ||lJrfrth«n Fh llon Th-mreiNwIn
•trairiNintU penuan-ntly
Ttu-moit faneia.tlnff »n1 1*'*! »elllog
cured. Sold cheap bv lb*
took oa; Agenta Wanted. C. V.
Y. VKST, Cinclnn.U, O.
and room after that for Joe’s printing V booker.
press, or Charley’sbox of tools, or Sam’s
Elastic Truss Co.,
Osa, m»ke racney on 8»tI
Kvenfng Poat. NO. 683 Broadway, N. Y. City.
cabinet of minerals;for chess and checkIjargesrChromo,Beat Paper,
er-boards, or any other game which is BiggestPay. RKED,WiCKr.a*H*MA Co., Philadelphia. Sent •»» mall. Gall or send for Circular and Ire cured.
Orders filled from Boston,BaltL,Pittsburghor Chicago
deemed proper. To this room the .boys
USE THE
should be allowed to invite their friends,
and learn how to be hospitablehosts
oven to the extent of an innocent little
feast now and then. Father, mother and
sisters should refrain from entering it
except as guests; and our word for it,
» a*
**,
•Uin*
•
they will bo doubly honored and wel- Bend fur
tor circulars
clrculenand our extra terms
terma to Agwri«!1*NAI They ore made of Hie heal Lead Glasaand
^ corned when they do come.”
TIONAL PUB. CO., Chicago. HI., or bt L»ula, Mo. will Stand Heat better than any others.

Oesired.
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j.o' Send for

Adaoted lo
All Classes
of Work,

X

$77

Lands'

NO SBASSEOFPESS, NO DSStKm?.

A glO Tlntrtl F.ngrnvlng, alxr ‘iHxItN,
Our large and Be.*iiti(ul Tinted Engraving,couUlnlng
over YtNI IIiMloiical Visws and Portraits of all leaduig
eventsand pereonage.,tn.iu the landingof Colutnlma to
tire preaent time, includinga magnificent and DSrfsot
view of tire Centennial IlnlhlingHinFalmiount Park at
Philadelphia,
will Ire given ii Thr Huultrtq/' Our Grtnl
/.llrrori/ and fUthtouJ'u/itr,Tht Wttkl* Fhmlly Journal,
Cnnlaiohifi1 h r; Spltndid Conlthutd SiortM,together
with short aketchs*nnd a large aureuntof uii«ce||aneoiu
rending. Sent four moiilhnon 'rial, Includingthe Fn*
graving, noatpaid. for %1.UU. A ’"/ Nntulfahr n ill a hr
iii'u n n uy frtr.ur addrttt Th* laniihj Journal, ivi
Bro-ulway,N. Y.

Illlooli.

AGEES

AWAY
TV ft I Missouri

n

CENTENNIAL AMERICA,

In good territory. Descriptive book sent
free. Add. Jllz Auger Co., 8t. Louis, Mo.

I

111.

alieo. Genuine

Tire most authoritative expounder of
liamentorjr law."-L'HAa.Sumnkh.

WELL AUGER AND DRILLS

AGENTS!

Mala

Any Angle.

East Randolpii-st., Ch leago.

deliberative Ixxly.aa a ready reference upon
the formality and legalityof any proceedingor debate

’

e

ELBOW.

and VAULT DUO 114 are the BK8T and
CTIKAPKMT. Maiiufkctoryand 8alea>

member of e

best-sell-

FREE.M.^

FIRE and BURGLAR

htatei,and la an indispensableHand-Book for avory

v*

j

Your Stove Dealer for our
Patent

GUSHIN6S
MANUAL
Of Parliamontary

It. AddriNvaT*Af#nt
A JOSEPH. Indianapolis, Ind.

§25 A

Nvw
book
can

until,

havetmpioyintrttanTr '

Th8lAsk

Rule* of procoedingand debate In deliberative auemNonI Chnrmluir,” Mies.
rhiais tbs standard authority In all lire United
.n,|

We warrant a man g23

w.

Mtruub Mill Compunv,
Boa 1430. t’iarlunnll.to.

per on Opium EatO. Box 475. Laporto,fnd.

Ptu.

anil

Pulllcs, jlancera. eic.. all kind*
.Of Mill Marlunerj mid Miller*’
'supplies, ri. nd for Paiiiidil^i.

with them In txwlng a tD-lnenwell, through aoapitoor and aand
•inoe.and In taking up and pa»ioi bowld-r. and loon-iimm

A fUTT'JTQ ‘JO Elegant Oil Chromoa mounted, alia
iXsJJBll A D 9xi| for § , Novelties and (Jiiromos
of tveriiducriptiw.National Cnromo Co., Phils., Pa.

$3 SAMPLE

PUMjahM. | 0.000 mors AxvnU, men

\n

ing articles In the world. One sample fre*.
Address J. BRONSON, Detroit, Mich.

. to

srnoTi'iffrtitta

HARRIS’

H.

wttS giest,

The moat anccasafnl
remedy of the pres-

;rNT£(n. '»«&[', jM.
CH AS. D. PIERCE.

19

BY
ANN ELIZA YOUNC,
Brigham Young’s Mebeltlous Wifo.

with their name are confidentlyrecoin

To every reader of

t8l!V$££lt?

OOIY Dnily to Agenta. 8ft new articles and tha
iJJmiXfbeat Family Pamjr In America, with two Aft
Chromoa, free. AM. M'FG CO., 300 Broadway, N.Y

Make all kinds of Table Knives and Forks. Kicluaivs
makers of
IVORY,” roost durable
W1IITK IIANDLK known. Always call for
“Tredo Mark" on the blade. Hold by all deelera and by
MKRIDKN CUTLERY CO., 40 Chambers St., N Y.

I.

IT. Money In It.

A MONTH.-Agenta wanted.94

Cutlery Co. WIFE NO.
"PATENT

Clcuu-ia.Gearing,BUaflinc,

JCi Sold by Agents. Addroaa M. N. LOVELL, Erie, Pa.

WANTED
AGENTS, tompln and fr".
VI BtUer than Gold. A. COULTER A CO., Chicago.

la

Beol French Burr MitTaplndie uuder-ruuners, cock head
upper-runn«i •<. for Farm or

DONT sss

$30

and

workmengoing. Bills under

PORTABLE GRINDING MILLS.

.r>0

You want to make

Send for Chrotno Catolegu*.
Brrroao's Sons, Boston, hiuc.

C1VERY FAMILY WANTS

,

ottered at reUll at trad* prices to keep our
gift, P.U. order In advance.
gift. C.U.D. prtvtlsgs to examine. Catalogue*free

oholcs,

SAFES

liuw vitMr s< x may i..< iu.ir
Ulr
aflrrtionof any |wr«oii they cIhmiiw, initantly. Thl> art all . «n
pnasvaa,free, by mail.SSwnt*;
lngeilirrwllh a Lover'a (luhia
Kgypllan Oraolr, Drea'nia, Hint* tl>’|jiiir«,"*r~
.Voo"«”m '
q'lrer book. AddreaiT.WILLUM.sgra.Pul.'ii,
rhu„iH|.M.

I

4 O J.

•

Over

W«4 wWw.
c. o. b. wa .rtr
Dan M aaaaUaa Safer*
pa
•MTlafMn.
RmSBu
•reS
Swap totorelar S P.
•OwgLL • BOV, Ota
IS 1“
baaUfS, an ) Hals
Mala I
Bt, fitaWiaag.o.

3

are the offspring of a corrupt society.
We all need straighteningup. The
lines of our morality all need to be
ilrawn tighter. There is not a man who
is willing to smuggle, and to see customs
officers betray their trust while he does
it ; willing to receive the results of the
sharp practice of directors of corporations in which he has an interest ; willing
to receive the patronage of the government in the execution of schemes not
based in absolute necessity ; willing to
take an exorbitant price for a piece of
property sold to the government or to a
corporation,who is fit to be trusted with
office. When we liave said this we have
given the explanation of all our public
and corporate corruption, and shown
why it is so difficult to get any great

.

CIT

J # J all iaklll s msnnfacinrerol Scud Gold
JEWELRY of every dMvripUnn. Tbs stock IsUrgs.vsry

MERIDEN

w

CABLE
SCREW OPIUMMeeker,
CURE
---

0
V

V

£*\lotwZtk.
fANf/ON. 40 Kneetsnd
Boaton,Kefere to 8. M. Pf.itknuill A Co.

aj>4

WILL DO YOU g60D.”

SMIMS.

Improved Uhtrago

.

WE

i TRY

•

IT

Juet read/ for Agents. Sri.KNbini.Y lu.rsi hatki) A single bottle will demonstrate Ita valu<0,000 EDITION IN PRESS TO START W ITII able qualities.
Now Is the time Jo get Territory.Don’t etop to experiment on other books. Take one you know will HELL.
MID BY III DUGISTS MD
Prompt action will give you choice of field, and Golden
PRINCIPAL DEPOT,
Returne Get on the course at once and you will win.
OUTflT COSTS NOTUNO, F.VKRYTHINU FURNIBBKP.
Send In your name*, towns yon want, and for circular* 2S2 North Second St.t Phllad’a.
at once. Addre*.AMERICAN PUBLISHING CO.,
Hartford,Conn.,or IIS Randolph St., Chicar*. III.
T IU A
7HI BHOtnwsr. New York

?!5.shOTCUN.
fVMS

sands of UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIALS prove.
If you suffrr from any disease for
which this Cordial Is recommended,wo
unhesitatingly say
IT.

MARK TWAIN. KNOW

S.

Snowflake, Marble, Rep, or Damask. 35 et*. ; 50
eta.; with your name beautifully printedon
tbeiu, and OO •ample* of type, sgonts'price lUt. etc.,
•ent by return mall on receiptof price. Discount to

among voters and stockholders. Men
are not materially changed by being gEND lO^cto.and get inonthjMhe very beet oaper for
clothed with office and power. 'The radO Q
A MONTH. 100 ARTICLES
ically honest man
’just as honest in jfi
V 4 tf
AddreaiR.N.RAMSEY, Detroit, Mich.
office as he is out of it. Corrupt men
is

]

yj

HOLS

holders and directors than they are

A NEW BOOK BY

Glass,

Street.

Shoe*. They will not rip or leak.
Also try Wire gulliedSoles.

cts.

medicine

mended

to no‘ riaIMt until held towards tha light
NothlDgllke
them ever befbraofferedIn America. Blginduremants to Agents. Notxltt PbistinoCo., Ashland,Mass.

NILVEH TIPS.
Parenta.be wire! Insist that your
have somehow learned to make a
ah-te dealer should keep them.
S
difference between those obligations
I Alan try Wire QuiltedSoles.
which wo owe to one another as men,
The AtlanticCable unites two
and those which we owe to the govern- worldi, but not no close or aura aa I
celebratedC* A II L K
ment and to corporations. These ideas the
SCREW WIRE unitea the s
are not a wliit more prevalent among sole to the upper of Boots and

We

WORKS,

PHILADELPHIA and NEW

ms*

PARD8.-50 while or tinted Bristol, MO

new remedy that has never been
heanl of before, hut an OLD, RELI-

UMBRELLAS.
YORK

f

death.
Bchenok’a Pulmonic Syrup la an expectorantwhich
doe* not containopium or anything calculatedto check
a cough auddenly.
Scheuck’a Sea Weed Tonic diaaolvea the food, mixes
with the gutric julceaof the atomach, alda di*;twtl>n
“dcreatee a rmvenooa appeUte.
When the bowels are costive, akin Bellow, or the eym
!TmJ no?™1** ot S b^u. tendency,Scbenck'a Ma
drake Pillsare required.
Thee* medicinesare prepared only by
J. H. Schknck a Son,
N. E. corner Sixth and Arch Streets, PhlU.
And are for eale by all druggistsand dealer*

SILVER
TIPPED

Honesty.

WBlCNTEHN

qualitica marked

Rowai &

Geo,

, I

With !OOCartridgea,$A.un-fO,nOOaold ; every nne
tMjJ^faeUongoarentoed. /ffM/rofedCoUalw Fr,*.
N
Chlrngo, III.
ID Dearborn
Dei
00
st., (McCormick
‘ k Itlnck).

W.A.DROWN&W

a

in the constellation of Leo, in
Drspepaia ara the canaea of twoof the caaea of Ooniumption.Many personacomgood position for telescopic observation, thlrda
plain of a dull pain Iu the aide, conetipatlon, coated
p.
Co
but eannot be perceived by the naked tonne, pain in the ehoulder-bUde,feeling* of drowaineM |
and raaUeeaneaa. the food lying heavily on the stomach,
eye unless its exact situationis known. accompanied with acidity and belchingup of wind
These ynipbuna uaually originatefrom a disordered
When seen through an instrument of eonditlon
of the stomach or a torpid liver.
Person*ao affected
they take one or two heavy colda,
sufficientpower the planet will show a
and If tha cough in these caaea be auddeulychecked,will
sensible disc. It shines like a star of And the stomachand liver clogged,remaining torpid
Copy ragg.
Address The “STAR” 4CO., Cincinnati
ioacUve. and almoat before they are aware the lunge
the sixth magnitude, with pale blue and
are a mas* of eores and ulcerated, the result of which u
is

CORDIAL

PINE TREE TAR
It not a

cf rolygamy.from the very D*|innlnr-Nsarly pOO
llliutratioc*
Iwiutlfv the wtfia. It Utht bv.t filing

abort distanceof City Limits, with hourlytrains
<3—
A —
—
www a HROl"***
and cheap fare. Send
for
elrcnlan.
IRA
‘~l LaSalle
'e-st , Gkleago. Ill
a

WISIIART'S

0. 0.

XSTQTTXXra 3POH.

FOR SALE,

within

D2. L.

that haa been In dally use by fbmlltca and
Intelligent physiciansfor the last sixteen
rears, and la apoksn of In the hlghct
warren- terms by all who hare used It, aa thou-

114 Monroe Street, Chicago, III

Frequentlymedicines that will etop e coa*b will occe•ion the death ol the patient ; they look up the llrer, etop
the circulation of the Mood, hemorrhage followe, and, In
fact, ther clog the action ol the very organa that oauaed
the cough.

POTENT ANTAGONIST

.ssK.SO

th^rirM

itWk

for Coughs, Colds, Inflanintnttonof the
Lungs, Bore Throat and B ten at, Uronr hills, and If taken In time, will arrest that
fotal disease Consumption. The basis of
this medicine Is a preparation of Tar obtained by a peculiarprocess from the sap
of tbs Pine Tree, the medicinal properties ofVhhh are well known. With this
powerfhl element are thoroughly Incorporated several other vegetable Ingredients, each of which posseswa soothing
and healing attributes,thus making It the
moat
to all
diseases of the pulmonary organs that
haa yet been Introduced.

ABLE, AND WELL-TRIED

Tbeelegant

MARS

RMf,”

"HATBRE’S GREAT
ThU Cordial Is a CERTAIN CURE

Bcsot

fh.1t

/

^Nrcoi0

square rods of ground, well prepared,with the avails of
which thef may buy II. Every me, hanit should put a recelvlng box in aomo conspicuousplace In the house,to
catdh the stray |mnniw»lor tire like pur|>o«e
“ It Is a grosl lalxir-savur-lt hx* saved un time enough
In one year's u*e f<> pay for Itself: and that must hs
deemed giKnl property which will clear it*elf once a
year."—.Vos*./.(/'« Bmi.
S *f*llecently added, four tisget of

Cards and
Circulars.

THAnFNMAnK fa

our

which U slvi'n above

"Every farmtr should give his sous (wo or three

f Sample

»

Uon

fac-MttUu of
every package.

Obanch Omega axd FAcroaiSb:
500 Ural Street, New York.
7.0. 210 Soutli 3d St., su Loula,
No. 83 U'r*t

Ynn

H’lren Sl,

(’hi*

IT3o.

teo.

COLORED ILLUSTRATIONS,

,

’’

.

i

$2!i0
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A
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„
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.

AviEiPI

ONiNgpas- E XCELSIO R
AGENTSWANTED,
______

LAMP CHIMNEYS.

BOO*

engraved expressly for tire work nUi irg» exirenv.
Puhliihedhv(i.Xi. M E It It I A !»l, Nprtngtteld, Mvss

New aad

Beautiful Instrument.

THE PIANO-HARP CABINET ORGAN,
An rriuiMIe co mlunayionadding to Iho capiciiy of lbs
organ mnrh of (bat ofghe piano-fort* and harp With *
doublt read organ, complete and perfect lr. ev«ry ruspect,
tacomhlnsd a new Inslnnnent, tbo PIANO-11 ARP.the
tune* of which are produced by sled tongue* or bam,
a sounding Iwx, and
hammers, as in the piano-forte.The tons* are
of a pure, silvery.Ml-like quality, very beautiful In com-

rigidlyaet In steel plates affixed to
struck by

with the organ ones. Theorgan
may be used alone, and is m every respect as complete
and perfect an organ as wilhout the PIANO HARP, or
bination or alternation

may be used with the PIANO-HARP, the latter may bq
used separately or in combinationwlih any or all tbestopa
of the organ, to which it adds greatly In vivacity, life and
variety,adapting it to a much wider rang* of music.

Upon

HALL'S patentstangARD

:

invention and Introduction,about a year
new instrument was received with ao much
favor that the demand greatly exceeded the manufacturers' utmost ability to supply ; so that they have had no
occaaion to advertiseit extensively.Having now perIts

SAFES
AT 'HARD PAN PRICES.!

alnce. this

fected facilitiesfor • large supply, they offer
public with confidence.
Circulars,

it

to

the

with drawings and full descriptions, free.

MASON A HAMLIN ORGAN OO.. 154 Tremont Street.
BOSTON; 26 Union Square, NEW YORK ; *> and 82
Adams Street, CHICAGO.

HALL’S

SAFE-&

LOCK

CO.I

CM/
Ho.

O. It. u.

l^HElt WRIfniO
Ln this paper.

’

TO
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HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

[

Official,

UKALIRH in

]

Ootmoil.

Hardware, Nails, Glass,

Monday, October 90, 1875.
The Council met pursuant to adjourn-

GALL and see his

Agricultural Implements

ment.
Present: Mayor VanLandejrend;Aid.
Pfaosuehl,Dykema, Breyman.Vissersand
All
Bipp and the Clerk.
The minutes of the previous meeting
were read and stood approved.

AND

kinds

o
M
o
o
H

Building Material.

of

REPORTS OF COMMITTEES.
. The Com. on Streets, Roads and Bridges
reported verbally relativeto the petitionof

B. Grootenhuis and others for a water

w

course on Sixteenth street,recommending
that the clerk he instructed to communicate with the C. & M. L. 8. R. R.. Co. requesting them to lower the present culvert
on their track between Fourteenth and
Fifteenth streets one foot or more.— Adop-

MESSAGES OF THE MAYOR.

recommendedthe purchase
by the city of 30 copies of Morse’s "Birdseye view of the City of Holland,” for $25,
for outside distribution.

Jewelry and Variety
Ware,
Ware,

On motion of Aid. Dykema,
Ifaolml, That the recommendationbe
adopted and the Mayor be authorized to
make the purchase.

Musical Instruments.

heretofore

I

__
adopted by tbe Common Council requiring
„„d Doo„ at
k.,,,,,,Prl„,
------------jobs, improvements or repairs involving .........
Drive Wells promptly
;

me

*
filled.

an expenditure of exceedingfive dollars to
be publicly let by advertising, etc., be and
tbe same is hereby amended so as to tix

By Aid. Dykema,
the M. L. 8. R. R. Co. be
notifiedof the change of grade on their
side track at the crossing of River and
Fifth streets.—Carried.

Bollaii, Kith

FUH/E

said amount at twenty dollars.— Carried.

IMtrd, That

- - -

Eighth Stmt,

seat.]

Holland, July 7,

1875.

ard.
Konlng &

............ 14^
Quartet .................. 13 \
McDonald ± Co .......... 12%
Boone A Co., ...........10»g
Co

DEALER

Alt
other work
$100.00
150.50

W.

MILL FEED, CORN,

By Aid. Pfanstiehl,
Rewlced, Thai the job of grading River
street be awarded to Messrs. H. Boone «fc
Co., at the prices named in their bid.—
Carried.

&c.

All orders promptly attended to.

OFFICE

M. L.

By Aid. Dykema,

S.

Corner of

TMved, That

the City Attorney, and
the Mayor and Clerk be instructedto draw
up and execute the necessary contracts for
the faithful performance of the work.—

NEAR

DEPOT.

R. R.

Fislt

& Seventh Streets.

HOLLAND, MICH.

TO

or

Council adjourned.

|P. ZALSMAN,
Holland, Mich.

The widening of the bridge and dam
across the cieek. For further information
apply to the Committee. Job to be let on
the grounds, at 2:30 o’clock, p. m.

line

I

of

and will keep on hand a complete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large

Rockingham and Yellow
Ware

in

large supplies.

VAARWERK.

Holland, Mich., Sept. 10, 1875.

BURRAL’S
IRON CORN SHELLERS
FOU SALE BY

Oct. 15. 1875.

Twelfth street Job.

date,

intend to devote to this

PUBLIC LETTING OF THREE STREET
G. J.

FOR SALE!

JOBS.

HOUSE, STORE

and LOT.

offer for sale

easy.

|
CANCER
1875.
_

HAVERKATE
AND

fiver Streets and huvvon a good

b!'n;nU!d!,rdtnUil,I0^^P“ra?;J^lch has

Dated: Holland, Sept. 25th. 2875.
M. D. HOWARD, Auiqnteof Mortgage.

ig Pumps,
the Factory.

Holland. Mich. Mar

$8.00;

until further notice.

HOLLAND, -

.

Mortgage Sale of Vessel.
Whereas Frank

R. Brouwer and Thomas Snllivan of the City of Holland in the State of Michi. gan
gnu did
mu on
uii the
mt' thirtieth
uiimeui day
ua\ of
oi August
Augiut in the
tne year

H5SSESB

DISCOVERY.

Payment will he made Dec. 15,

1875.

All bids to be subject to the approval of
the Common Council.

By Order of the

Common

$50

To

$10,000

Has been Invested In Stock Privilegesand paid

900 :?A PROFIT.

Council.

J. Dykema, ) Committee on
“How to Do It,” on Wall street.,sent free.
R. Kanter8, [ Streets, Roads
Tonbridfi k Co., Bankers & Brokers? Walt St. N. Y
H. C. Matrau. J and Bridges.
22-34

Dated: Holland,Mich., Oct. 21,

1875.

W rile the reform school boys at Lansing,

n

ii

were digging in a field of low land, about

two weeks ago, they found an elk’s antler,

591 (Broadway, JTew York.

some four feet long and with the branches

(Opp. MetropolitanHotel.)

more than
It

was

a foot

wide

at

the widest part.

Reform School. By
most interesting discovery, how-

ed as a trophy at the
far the

Manufacturers,Importers and Dealers in

in fine preservation, and is display-

ever, is that of a stone skinnlngknife, or
hatchet, used

by

primeval

man in

the

“stone age,” and dating back so far that

CHROMOS & FRAMES,
Stereoscopes & Views,
WHisvt,

LWw,

chronology gets bewildered in trying to
compute iU

Tbe

first appearance on earth.

American Indians, found
here by the pioneer Europeans two or
three centuries ago, did not know the makers of these tools. The one In question

Photographic Materials.

earliestNorth

is

of hard stone, an admixtureof

flint

We are the Headquarters for every thing to the
way of -

Stereopticons and

Mag-

ic

lime; is of brownish-greencolor, six and

Lanterns,

Being Manufacturersof the

one-half inches long, three inches wide at
the widest part near the edge,

an inch thick at the thickest

and

part

been chipped and nibbed down

AM) CHILDREN'S WEAR.

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

AND

nmm

runs to a

nearly
It

to an

Stereo-

has

Panopticon,

UniversityStereopticon,
Artopticon,

it

CHEAFforCASH!
my own manufacture

of

Dated, September 80th A. D. 1875.

Doors,

JAKOB MULDER. Mortgage.
H. D. Post, Attorney for Mortgagee.

Sash,

and
Mouldings

MORTGAGE SALE.

Blinds

Default having been made in the conditions of
a certain Mortgage,whereby the power therein contained to sell has become operative, executed hy
ch I warrantto be good, strong and snbstau
Antonie A. Van der Kolk and Jaotje Van dev Kolk
Dal articles,for a low price,and request every oue
his wife of Holland. Ottawa County State of Michigan, parties of the first part to Eveline Bender of in need of these ankles to come ana examine.
If desired I furnish the sash all glazed.
the City of Holland. Ottawa Oonnty State ot Michigan party of the second part hearing date, the fifLumber and Country Produce taken in exchange
teenth 15th day of April A. D.. eighteen hundred for anythingin my
S. DE BOER.
and seventy one. A. D. 1871 and recorded In the
River
Street,
Holland.
office of the Register of Deeds, for the County of
Ottawa In said State of Michigan, on the 6th dav
Holland, July 14, 1875.
—Jan 1
of August A. D. eighteen hundredand seventy five

W

even

naturally be.

Wendell

Koch

style

Phillips speaks of the Vene-

line.

THE

Phoenix Hotel.
(Opposite C.

This Hotel
it will

suit or proceedingshaving been Institutedat law
to recover the said debt now due on said mortmte
or any part thereof: Notice is therefor hereby dv’
on. that by virtue of a power of sale containedIn
said mortgageand pursuantlothe statute in such
case made and provided, the said mortgage will be
foreclosedbv a sale at public vendue ol the mort-

R. Depot.)

is

situated where

most accommodate the

management it cannot
be beaten, and for a tip top
meal it cannot be excelled in
In

its

the State.
Mr. J. Me Vicar, the proprietor, is a very courteous gentle-

man and will do
power to make
his guests.
Holland, Mich.,

it

Sept.

all

in

his

pleasant for
10,

1875.

O. POST, Mortgagee.

Improved Farm

/flfgfm The Great Cause

*™^Human

FOIR, SA.LE.

Misery.

Ju*t Pubilehed, in a Sealed Envelope. Price six cents.

J.

I

want to dispose of an 80 acre farm, worth $8,000
at a great sacrifice.25 acres of this land
ii Improved, and contains 4 acres of
bearing orchard.

CLAY

CULVERWELL, M. Wcthor of the

The world-renowned author,in this admirable
Lecture, clearly proves from his own experience
that the awfnl consequences of Self-Abuse may
he effectnally removed without medicine, and without dangeronasurgicaloperations, bougies, iustrumonta, rings or cordials ; pointingout a mode of
cure at once simple, certainand effectual,by means
of which every sufferer,no matter what his conjDtton^maybft^^cure himself cheaply, private-

SOIL.

Location—0 miles south-east of the City of Hol-

land.

M.

HOWARD, _

D.
Cor. 8th and River Btreeta.
HollandCity, Mich.

May 9th, 1875.

HOUSE MOVING.

This Lecture will prove a boon to thousand*
and thousands.

ms-

Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, post-paid,on receipt of six cents or two post

stamps.

ALBERT BOEZEL, Mortgagee.
Griswold, Att'y for Mortgagee. |

«

J. Quartel,

Address the Publisbera.

ii

Cha’s J

Dated Holland, August 25‘h, A. D. 1875.
A. D.

S. R.

traveling public.

“Green Rook,” Ac.

i

M. L.

—

noon, In Liber X of Mortgages,on page 273,
A Lecture on the Nature, Treatment and Radithrough non-payment of the money secured to be
paid by the said mortgage,by reason of which the cal cure of Seminal Weakness, or Spermatorrhaa,
power to sell In said mortgage containedhas be- induced by Seif-Abuse. Involuntary Emissions, Imcome operative, and on which mortgage there Is potency,Nervous Debility, and Impedimenta to
claimed to be due at the date of this notice the sum Marriage generally; Consumption, Epilepsy,and
of five hundred and fifteen dollars and slxty-two Fits; Mental and Physical Incapacity, Ac., -By

s

<S

H. D. Post, Attorney for Mortgagee.

Sale.

Default having been made in the conditions of
a certain mortgage executed by Frankie A. Me
George and Nathaniel T. McGeorge, hearingdate
he 27th day of January,A. I). 1872. and recorded
In the office of the Reaister of Deed# for the County
of Ottawa, In the State of Michigan, on the 29th
day of January, A. D. 1872, at 2 o’clock in the after-

being the best of 1U class In the market.

paper money. Doubtless OAay Intsrpriilnf
nu m lull ooaey with a Eagle
thello had just received his pay in that
currency when he exclaimed: “He who
E^Cut out this advertisement fur refersteals my purse, steals trash !"
i cnee. jgJ
tians usiug

HOYT

are

on short

SPRIETSMA &

1875.

Mortgage

sons

Cash Paid for Hides.

sum of one hundred and seventy-sevendollarsand
er of sale In said mortgage contained has become thirty-five cents. $177.35,and no snlt or proceed
operative,and no suit or proceedingsat law hav- ings at law, having been Institutedto recover the
ing been institutedto recover the same or any part same or any part thereof, notice is thereforeherethereof, Notice is therefore herebv given that on by given, that on Tueeday the twenty eighth. 28.
the twenty-third day of December in the year of our day of Decembernext. A. D. 1875, at two o’clock in
Lord one thousandeight hundred and seventy -five the afternoon, I shall sell at public auction, to the
(A. D. 1875) at one o’clock In the afternoon of that highest bidder, sale to take place at the front door
day. at Centra! Wharf so called In the City of of the Ottawa County Circuit Court House, in the
Holland, Michigan, I shall sell at public auc- City of Grand Haven in said County the premises
tion to the highestbidder for cash, and on such described in said mortgage,or so much thereof as
sale duly convey the equal undivided two-thirds shall be necessary to satisfy the amount due on
pwfc, of ‘‘the Steam Tug or Vessel called such mortgage,with seven per cent. Interest, and
the Fanny Shriver of Saugatuckof the hurthenof legal costs, together with an attorney fee of twentytwenty and seventy-seven hundredthstons togeth- five dollars, covenantedfor therein, that is to say
er with two-thirds of all her apparel, furniture and the following piece or narcel of land, situated in
all other necessaries thereunto appertaining and be- Ottawa County, ir the State of Mlchigah, viz: All
longing,'’or so much thereof as may be necessary of that certain parcel of land which Is situated in
to satisfythe said debt, now claimed to amount to
the County of Ottawa and mate of Michigan, and
eleven hundred and sixty-four dollars and thirty- is further described as all that part of the West
six cents ($1,164.80)with the Interest and rea- half w U, of the South-Eastquarter, s e W, of secsonable expenses.
tlon twelve, 12 in township five, 5, north of range
Dated: October 22nd A. D.
&
sixteen, 16 west, which lies north-east from the
State road from Holland, to Orand Haven as it now
FANNY SHRIVER, Mortgagee.
runs.
Henbt D. Post, Att'y for Mortgagee.
September,80th A. D, 1875.

Advertiser's Stereopticon,
broken away.
SCHOOL
LANTERN.
FAMILY LANTERN,
point where the handle would
PEOPLE’S LANTERN.

edge, but the parts of
It

Micro- Scientific Lantern,

Shoos.

•
Youths,

ROBERT

and

13-tf

Ladies,

MICHIGAN

CURED by DR. BOND'S

m.

1875.

11.

Default having been made In the conditions ofa
certain Mortgage [whereby the powei therein contained to sell has became operative], executed by
Hendrik Beukema and Joantje Ikmkema his wife
of Holland in the County of Ottawa and State of
Michigan parties of tne first part to Jakob Mulder
of the same place of the second part bearing date,
A new stock of Goods has Just been opened and
the twenty second dav of Marcn A. I)., eighteen
we can state to the Public that it has been
hundred and seventy three [A. D. 1873] and recorbought expressly for this season of the year.
ded in the office of the Register of Deeds, for the
County of Ottawa in said State of Michigan,on the
first day of May A. D., eighteen hundredand seven- It is
ty three [1873] In Liber " of Mortgagesin said ofGents,
fice on page fid upon which Mortgage there is claimed to he due. at the date of this notice, the stun of
Misses
one hundred and twenty dollarsand sixteencents
[$120,115] and no suitor proceedings at law. having
been Institutedto recover the same or anv part
Our intentionis to offer these goods at lowthereof,notice is therefore hereby given, that on
the twenty-eight[28th] day of December A. D.. price. and we request the trading public to call and
examine.
1875 at 2 o’clock in the afternoonof that dav, I
shall sell at public auction,to the highest bidder,
[sale to take place at the front door of the Ofawa
County Circuit Court House, in the City of Grand
Haven In said County,the premises describedin
said mortgage,or so much thereof as shall ho necessary to satisfythe amount due on such mortgage,
notice
with eight per cent, interest,and legal costs, together with an attorney fee of twenty dollars, covenanted for therein, that is to say. 'the following
niece or parcel of land, situated In Ottawa County,
in the State of Michigan,viz: the west half of tile
L.
SON.
following described land to-wlt:— Commencing at
a point six [6] rods and eighteen [18] links North,
Holland, February 20, 1874.
four [4] degrees west, and twenty-one[21] rods and
46-Ucl-ly
twenty-twoand three quarters [22*; ] links. North
eighty-six [8«] degrees, and thirty .> minutes East
from the centre of Land and Tenth street. Thence
North four 4 degrees Want, Eight 8 rods, to stake
number one 1 thence hack to startingpoint
Thence North eighty-six 80 degrees, thirty 80 minutes east, five 5 rods. Thence North four 4 degrees
West seven 7 rods twenty-onelinks, tbonce West
along division line to stake number one, and containing one eighth of an acre of land more or less,
I offer
according to the recorded ntap of lot three 3 Block
A, of the City of Holland, subject to leave fourteen 14 feet North and South running along the
South side of said lot for a public road.

Maple street JobYork a certainmortgace for purchase money on all
The opening of Maple street between
of the undividedtwo-third parts of the steam tug
Eighth and Twelfth street; and the buildcalled the Fanny Shriver of Saugatuck. of the buring of a bridge across Tannery creek.
then of twenty and seventy-seven hundredthstons
with the undivided two-thirdparts of all her ap- In Liber No. 7 of Mortgage, on page 222 w hlch said
For further particulars apply to the Compurtenances, to secure the payment of three thou- Mortgage was duly assigned on the twenty-third
mittee. Job to he let on the grounds, at 2
Remedies,with full directions,sent to any part of sand six hundred and slxty-*lx and sixty seven day of August A. D. eighteen hundred and seventyo'clock, p. m.
hundredthsdollars ($3,006.07)which mortgage was five, by the said Eveline Bender to Hoyt U. Post,
the world. Send for pamphlet and particulars. duly recorded InXhe United Staten Custom House of Orand Rapids. Kent Connty Michigan which
Fifteenthstreet Job.
Address:
at the port of Grand Haven, Michigan on the said assignmentwas on the second day of SeptemThe opening and clearing of Fifteenth
twenty second day of September A. I). 1809 at 3 ber A. D. elghteed hundred and seventy-five, reo clock n. m. In Liber 2 of Mortgages on folio 152 corded In said Register's Office, In Llber'No.4 of
street, between River and Maple streets.
B, I LOBS, H, 0., Ptm, Hues? Institute, Ac., And whereas by defaultIn payment of the sums Mortgages, on page 127 upon which Mortgage there
For further particulars apply to the comof money secured to he paid by the terms of said is claimed to be due, at the date of this notice, the
No. 1319, Chestnut St-, Philadelphia, Pa.
mittee. Job to he let ou the grounds, at
mortgage, In the manner therein provided, thepow8 o’clock, p.

H.

Milk-Safes,

VAN LANDEGEND&MELIS
for

Lot 8. Block 41, being on the SouthEast corner of Ninth and Market Streets.City of
Holland. The buildingsate all new. It is a desirable location for any kind of bulsiness. Terms
D. TE ROLLER.
Hollan:. Mich., March 3,
3-tf
I

,hc ,r*'h

WILMS,
X.
IP.

Boots and

H. JOSLIN.

after this

G. J.

liewhxd, That the Com. on Streets, Owing to Ill-healthI offer for sale or to rent the
Roads and Bridges are hereby instructed .Etna House. In the City of Holland. Proposals
to exchange for other property will also be enterto engage J. C. Brayton as engineer to tained.
oversee the grading.—Carried.
For further informationapply to

lowest bidders the following street jobs:

1875.

quantities.

RENT.

p“"

of the Latest Styles of

4.5-2«-ly

F0F SALE

Notice is hereby given that the Com. on
Streets, Roads and Bridges, on Monday afternoon. November 1, 1875, at the several
places herein designatedwill let to the

22,

'—N
yon want pumps, don’t be deceived by elon
shop work, that ia being brought In from other
quarters which is made for to sell and not for to
«mk’ V,,r !° lMt: 11 wi,l ?ot °«t of order ami you
If

Mortgage Sale.

trade the necessary attention,

IM.OO

By Aid. 8ipp,

Mich., Feb.

From and
II

be Neatly

CROCKERY!

IN

IfiO.'O

Carried.

o

y

2-1

J. E. HIGGINS,

Cents

-

Holland,

DOESBURG.

and see

undivided half of the south-east fractionalquarter
of section t'drty (80) In township five (5) north of
range fifteen(15) west, containing fourteen acres.
The said undividedhalf containingseven acres.
The undividedhalf of the north-west quarter of the
north east quarter, and the north-east fractional
quarter of the north west fractionalquarter of section sixteen (18) township five (5), north of rarge
sixteen (ifl) west containing sixty-sevenacres. The
said undivided half containingthirty-three and
one-half acres. And the west naif of the southwest quarter of section one (l) township five (5)
north of range sixteen (1H) west, containingeighty
teres. All in the Town of Holland to County and
State aforesaid.

and Promptly executed.

SPECIAL ORDER OF THE DAY.
The following bids for the grading of
River street were received and opened:

-

come

Mr. J. Wykhuizen, the Jeweler and Repairer of
the First Ward, has established himself with
me, and will be pleased to see his old customers and friends continuetheir
^formerfavors.

Oil.

BY THE GALLON A1
J. O.

old friends to

All Repairing will

Golden Machine

[Aid. Flieman appeared and took his

my

my new place and satisfy themselves as to

Order*

-------

for

request all of
in

the above.!

8a,,,

all

P.
J.
A.
H.

PUMPS! PUMPS!

Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry, and

MOTIONS AND RESOLUTIONS.
Resoltal,That the resolution

W

__

prices very low.

The Mayor

Aid Dykema,

W
o
O
H
o
o
H

A

ted.

By

Cha’s G. Wm*z,

Default having been made, in the conditlona of
a certain Mortgage (whereby tbe power contained
therein,to forecloseand sell has become operative.)
Formerly of St. Joseph, has opened a
Executed by James C. Brayton and Jnlla A. Brayton his wife, of Grand Haven, in the County of
Ottawa and State of Michigan, to Alexander Mur
ison, of tbe City of Milwaukee,In the State of Wls
Bankbuilding, Cor. Eighth and Rivet St. consin. On the third (8) day of December, A. D.
I860. For the sum of four thousand dollars, and
interest at ten per cent. And recorded in the nEwL1L,hmeut ,n lhl1 City, in the Store of Mr.
office of the Register of Deeds, for the County of O. Butium, -corner of Eighth and Market Street*.
Ottawa and State of Michiganon the Fourth day
of December. A. D. i860, at two o'clock p. m., in
Liber “M” of Mortgages on page six and seven,
and which said Mortgage was duly assigned,on
the ninth day of July, A. D. 1875, by the said
Cl
Alexander Murison, to Manly D. Howard, of the
City of Holland, and recorded in the office of the
Rlglsterof Deeds of Ottawa County, on the twentytilth day of July. A. D. 1875, at one o'clockp. m.
HH
of said day, in Liber number four of Mortgages,
on page one hundred and eighteen, (118) by W. T.
Perlee, at that dote, Register of Deeds of said
County of Ottawa, and upon which said Mortgage
CO
there is claimedto be due, and payable, at the date
of this notice the sum of five hundred, and eighty,
eight dollars,($«W) and no suits or proceedingsat
law or equity, having been Instituted to recover
the same or any part thereof: Notice, Is therefore,
hereby given, that on the 28th day, of December.
ft
co
A. D lbi5. at one o'clock in the afternoon of said
day, I shall sell at public auction or vendue, to the
highestbidder,at the front door of the Court
Perfect Fit Guaranteed.
House, in the City of Grand Haven, Ottawa County, State of Michigan. (That being the place
Having disposed of most ol onr old stock, I have where the Circuit Court for said County is holden.)
The premisesdescribedIn said Mortgage, or so
occupied my new quarters, on KlYER STREET
much thereof as shall be necessary to satisfy,and FULL LINE OF OEMS1 FUBNISEINOOOQDS,
with a beautiful stock of every thiug
pay the amount due on said Mortgage, with Interpertaiuinjtto a complete *
est at ten per cent from the date hereof, on the
Holland, Mich., April 20, 1875. 10-tf
said amount claimed to be due and payable,and
Store. all legal costs and expensesas providedfor therln.
The following are the lands and premises to be
sold os described in said Mortgage: The followSilver
lug described property, lying and being in the
County of Ottawa. State of Michigan,to wit; The
Plated

.SAtuRDAY, October 30, 1875.

Common

Mortgage Sale.

W. H. JOSLIN,

mvertteciwntss.

io127

Bowirt, New

Would respectfullyinform the Public of this CLv'
and vicinitythat he Is folly prepared at any time to
move and ralso honses, barns, or •ther buildings.
C. _______ _ Co.
AH my work will be done satisfactorilyand on
York; Post Office Box. 5486 1 ,hort
J. QUARTEL.
9-lyr.
Holland, Jane 10,
17-tf
__

Klein &

___

I

notice.
1875.

